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Introduction

Density functional theory �DFT� ����� provides a quantum�mechanical
formalism for the quantitative calculation of the electronic structure of mat�
ter� In this method without loss of rigor the electron density can be used
as the basic variable� instead of the wave function� In contrast to the appli�
cation of the many�variable wave function� usage of the electron density is
very advantageous because it has only three variables independently of the
size of the system under investigation� so the density functional approach
is a fundamental and very e�cient tool for the calculation of the properties
of systems which contain a large number of electrons �molecules� solids� liq�
uids and surfaces� etc��� Density�functional methods are employed for many
contemporary calculations done for solids� and increasingly applied to atoms
and molecules� The electron density is a non�negative simple function of the
three space coordinates� In addition� it is a measurable physical quantity�
its Fourier�transform can be readily visualized from di�raction experiments�

Density functional theory has its roots in the papers of Thomas and
Fermi ����� in the ���	s� They used statistical considerations to describe the
charge�clouds of atoms� Their approximation replaces the electron�electron
interaction energy by its classical part� the Coulomb potential energy� and
takes kinetic energy from the theory of a non�interacting uniform electron
gas� Later Dirac ���� Gomb�as ���� G�asp�ar ��� and other workers extended the
theory of Thomas and Fermi with an exchange energy formula�

The Hohenberg�Kohn theory ��	� formally completes the original Thomas�
Fermi theory by showing that all ground�state observables of a many�electron
system� for example the kinetic� the electron�electron interaction and the
external potential energies are functionals of the electron density� and it
also provides a variational principle for the total energy functional� The
Hohenberg�Kohn theory only states the existence of the functionals� but does
not o�er a practical guide to their explicit construction�

However� density functional theory yields a computational scheme� the
Kohn�Sham equations ����� These are similar to Hartree�Fock equations� but
they include both exchange and correlation e�ects through a local� density�
dependent� one�particle exchange�correlation potential� The Kohn�Sham
method o�ers an important simpli�cation of the many�particle problem� It
is in principle an exact theory� however� the exact forms of the exchange�
correlation energy and potential functionals are unknown� so in actual calcu�
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lations approximations have to be used� The simplest and most widely used
approximations are the local functionals� in which the exchange�correlation
energy density depends on the space coordinates only through the electron
density� The local density approximation �LDA� ��������� is based on the
theory of the homogeneous interacting electron gas� In the lowest order per�
turbation theory for a homogeneous electronic system the contribution to the
exchange energy density can be obtained� while higher order perturbations
lead to terms contributing to the correlation energy density� The generalized
gradient approximations �GGAs� ���� ��� contain gradient corrections to the
exchange�correlation energy functional�

In the ground�state theory� exchange can be treated exactly via the op�
timized e�ective potential �OEP� method �������� in which one employs the
exact exchange energy expressed in terms of the one�electron spin�orbitals�
Only the correlation part of the exchange�correlation energy needs to be
approximated in this approach� The central equation in this generation
of DFT is still the Kohn�Sham equation� but as a consequence of the or�
bital dependence of the exchange�correlation energy the calculation of the
exchange�correlation potential is somewhat more complicated than in the
classical Kohn�Sham scheme� It can be determined by solving an integral
equation known as the OEP equation� which is a very di�cult task� Krieger�
Li and Iafrate �KLI� ������� proposed a semi�analytical scheme for solving
the OEP integral equation approximately�

In this work Chapter � summarizes the basic results of density functional
theory� the Hohenberg�Kohn theorems and the constrained�search method
of Levy and Lieb� the Kohn�Sham approach� and the OEP and KLI methods�

A well known theorem of quantum mechanics is Kato�s theorem ����� from
which a relationship involving the values of the density and its derivative at
the nuclei was derived ����� The cusps of the density inform us about the
atomic numbers and the position of the nuclei� The integral of the density
gives the number of electrons� so from the density the Hamilton operator can
be readily obtained� From the Hamiltonian� in principle� every property can
be determined� so the density contains all information on the system� This
argument ������ can only be applied to the Coulomb potential� however�
DFT is valid for any local external potential� In addition� Kato�s theorem
also plays an important role in a density functional approach of excited states
����� Recently� higher order cusp�relations were derived for the wave function
and the electron density of the ground and highly excited states of atoms�
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ions and molecules �����	��
In a recent paper March ���� showed for a bare Coulomb potential en�

ergy that the total electron density can be calculated if the density of the
s�electrons is known� and he gave an explicit formula� which can be consid�
ered as the spatial generalization of Kato�s theorem� The total density can
be determined from the s�density not only for a bare Coulomb �eld� In a
spherically symmetric system one can always determine the total density if
the s�density is known ����� Of course� the relation is not so simple as in
the bare Coulomb �eld� For a non�interacting electron system in a central
potential it can be stated� that there exists one�to�one correspondence be�
tween the potential and the s�state density� This theorem was proved by
Theophilou ���� not only for the angular momentum quantum number l � 	
but also for arbitrary l� Theophilou and Gidopoulos ���� proved also the
following theorem which may be regarded as the generalization of the afore�
mentioned statement� 
For a non�interacting system of N electrons� the part
of the density due to the spin�orbitals that transform according to a cer�
tain irreducible representation of a group� determines uniquely the ground
state�� This means� that in a Kohn�Sham system the l�state contribution to
the electron density contains all information about the ground�state system�
If the l�part of the density is given� in principle it is possible to compute the
Kohn�Sham potential and the total electron density� In Chapter � this prob�
lem is solved in practice by the aid of a numerical method� A cusp�relation
for the l�shell contribution to the ground�state electron density is derived in
case of central �eld atoms to get the atomic number from the l�state density�
As a numerical demonstration of the theorem of Theophilou calculations are
performed for spherically symmetric systems in the exchange�only density
functional case ����

For development of new approximations of the kinetic� exchange and cor�
relation energy functionals� exact relations and criteria that are ful�lled by
the exact functionals are of great help� Hierarchies of the equations were de�
rived for the energy functionals �������� These relations are exact� One way
of application of these hierarchies is to truncate them� In Chapter � hier�
archies of equations for the correlation energy and kinetic energy correction
functionals are reviewed� Truncation of the hierarchies at di�erent orders
leads to explicit relations for the correlation energy and its kinetic compo�
nent which are expanded in terms of powers of the moments of the electron
density ����� The moment expansion techniques in density functional theory





are essential for constructing non�local functionals ����� which are important
for the accurate description of systems for which the exchange�correlation
hole can be spread over several atomic centers �	���� A given density is
uniquely determined from an appropriate set of moments� The essence of
the problem of moments is the development of complete sets of moments for
di�erent families of distribution functions� The moments of the density can
be used as the fundamental variables in DFT ����

Coordinate scaling conditions indicate how various components of the en�
ergy change as coordinates in the electron density are scaled uniformly� Such
constraints play an important role in the development of density functionals�
The connections between the coordinate scaling and the adiabatic connection
formulation link the coordinate scaling conditions and accurate functionals
������� In Chapter � the dependence of the correlation energy on the adi�
abatic constant is presented for several atoms and ions� For some two� and
four�electron systems the correlation energy and its derivative are compared
with the exact results� and with the local density �LDA� and the generalized
gradient �GGA� values ���

Density functional theory was originally developed for the ground state�
and it can be applied only for the lowest�energy state in each symmetry
class� The symmetry problem in DFT was analyzed in several works ������
The multiplet structure can also be examined using DFT methods �������
Nagy ���� generalized the KLI method for calculating the multiplet energies�
In Chapter � the OEP method and the KLI approximation generalized to
treat the lowest�lying multiplets are reviewed� Generalized KLI calculations
with the Colle�Salvetti correlation �KLICS� ������ for the p� electron con�
�guration of some atoms are presented ����� Results are compared with the
experimental values and those obtained by the generalized KLI with the local
Wigner correlation �KLILW� ��������
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� The ground�state problem in density

functional theory

This chapter starts with the summary of the Hohenberg�Kohn theory�
which was originally formulated for local� spin�independent external poten�
tials� Then the Kohn�Sham theory is reviewed�

The spin�independent version of the optimized e�ective potential �OEP�
method and the Krieger�Li�Iafrate �KLI� approximation are also summarized�

��� The Hohenberg�Kohn theory

The ground�state energy EGS and the ground�state wave function �GS of
an N �electron system can be found from the variational principle

EGS � min
�
h�j �Hj�i � h�GSj �Hj�GSi � �����

where �H is the Hamiltonian of the system

�H � �T � �Vee � �Vne � �����

�T is the kinetic energy operator

�T �
NX
i��

�
��
�
r�
i

�
� �����

and

�Vee �
NX
i�j

�

jri � rjj �����

is the electron�electron repulsion energy operator� and

�Vne �
NX
i��

v�ri� ����

is the electron�nucleus attraction energy operator� in which

v�ri� � �X
�

Z�

jri �R�j �����
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is the so�called external potential acting on electron i� due to nuclei of charges
Z�� Atomic units are used throughout this work�

The de�nition of the electron density n generated by the N �electron wave
function � is

n�r�� � N
Z
j��x��x�� ��xN�j�ds�dx����dxN � �����

x stands for both the coordinates and the spin� x � �r� s��
For an N �electron system� the external potential v�r� completely �xes

the Hamiltonian� thus N and v�r� determine all properties for the ground
state� In the sense of the �rst Hohenberg�Kohn theorem ��	� the electron
density is the basic variable� The theorem states� that the external potential
v�r� is implicitly determined by the ground�state density nGS�r� within a
trivial additive constant� Obviously nGS also determines the total number of
particles N � Z

nGS�r�dr � N � �����

thus� the knowledge of the electron density determines the entire Hamilto�
nian operator� the ground�state wave function �GS and all other electronic
properties of the system� The external potential v�r� is not restricted to
Coulomb potentials� The proof of the theorem is based on the minimum�
energy principle for the non�degenerate ground state� Let v and v� be two
di�erent external potentials giving the same electron density nGS� We have
two Hamiltonians� �H and �H � with the di�erent wave functions �GS and �

�
GS�

EGS � h��GSj �Hj��GSi � h��GSj �H �j��GSi� h��GSj �H � �H �j��GSi �����

� E �
GS �

Z
nGS�r��v�r�� v��r��dr �

where EGS and E
�
GS are the ground�state energies for �H and �H �� Similarly�

using the variational principle for the Hamiltonian �H � with the trial function
�GS� we have

E �
GS � h�GSj �H �j�GSi � h�GSj �Hj�GSi� h�GSj �H � � �Hj�GSi ����	�

� EGS �
Z
nGS�r��v

��r�� v�r��dr �
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Adding Eq� ����� and Eq� ����	� we obtain the contradiction

EGS � E �
GS � E �

GS � EGS � ������

consequently the external potentials v and v� are not di�ering by more than
a constant�

v��r� � v�r� � C � ������

where C is a constant�
Once the Hamiltonian is known from nGS�r�� all ground�state properties

can be considered as functionals of the electron density� For a given external
potential v�r� the total energy functional can be written as

Ev�n� �
Z
n�r�v�r�dr� F �n� � ������

where the functional F �n� is the sum of the kinetic energy functional T �n�
and the electron�electron repulsion energy functional Vee�n��

F �n� � T �n� � Vee�n� � ������

The second Hohenberg�Kohn theorem ��	� provides the energy variational
principle� For any trial density n� such that n�r� � 	 and

R
n�r�dr � N �

EGS � Ev�nGS� � Ev�n� � �����

Using the conventional Rayleigh�Ritz variational principle it is easy to show
that the functional Ev�n� attains its minimum when n�r� is the ground�state
density and that its minimum value is the ground�state energy� The �rst
Hohenberg�Kohn theorem assures that n determines its own wave function
�� For the trial wave function �

h�j �Hj�i �
Z
n�r�v�r�dr� F �n� � Ev�n� � EGS � ������

The functional F �n� is de�ned only for v�representable densities� A v�
representable density is one that is associated with a ground�state wave func�
tion of some Hamiltonian with a local external potential�

The variation principle of Hohenberg and Kohn allows the determination
of the exact ground�state density and energy of a speci�ed many�particle
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system� With the subsidiary condition of a speci�c particle number the
variational principle

�

�n�r�

�
Ev�n�� �

Z
n�r�dr

�
� 	 ������

leads to the Euler equation

�Ev�n�

�n�r�
� � � ������

The Lagrangian multiplier � is the chemical potential of the system� If the
functional F �n� were known� Eq� ������ with the particle number N would
be an exact equation to obtain the ground�state density and energy�

According to the Hohenberg�Kohn theory there is a one�to�one correspon�
dence between the ground�state electron density nGS�r� and the ground�state
wave function �GS� �GS gives nGS�r� by quadrature� But there exists an in�
�nite number of antisymmetric wave functions that all give the same density�
How to �nd the real ground�state wave function� This problem was solved
by the constrained�search method by Levy and Lieb ��������

According to Levy�s constrained�search method the minimization of the
total energy of the system can be performed in two steps�

EGS � min
n

�
min
��n

h�j �Hj�i
�
� ������

where �� n denotes such � which integrates to the given electron density
n� The inner minimization is constrained to all wave functions that give
n�r�� while the outer minimization is a searching over all the N �representable
densities� We say that an electron density is N �representable� if there exists
an antisymmetric wave function that yields the given density� It can be
proved that the density n is N �representable if

n�r� � 	 � ����	�

Z
n�r�dr � N � ������

and Z
jrn�r����j�dr �� � ������
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Eq� ������ can be rewritten as

EGS � min
n

n
FHK�n� � Eext�n�

o
� FHK�nGS� � Eext�nGS� � ������

where the constrained�search de�nition for the Hohenberg�Kohn density func�
tional FHK �n� is

FHK�n� � min
��n

h�j �T � �Veej�i � h�HK�n�j �T � �Veej�HK�n�i � ������

and the external energy functional is

Eext�n� �
Z
v�r�n�r�dr � �����

The ground�state density nGS�r� corresponds to the ground�state wave func�
tion �GS�

Eq� ������ gives a new proof for the �rst theorem of Hohenberg and
Kohn� and it is not necessary to suppose the non�degeneracy of the ground
state� The original Hohenberg�Kohn minimization requires v�representable
densities� The variation ������ is the extended de�nition of F �n� to include
also non�v�representable densities� it is over all N �representable densities�

The functional FHK�n� is universal in the sense that it is independent of
the external �eld v�r��

Splitting the result of Eq� ������ into the kinetic and interaction energy
terms we have

FHK�n� � THK�n� � EHK
ee �n� � ������

where

THK�n� � h�HK�n�j �T j�HK�n�i � ������

and

EHK
ee �n� � h�HK�n�j �Veej�HK�n�i � ������

The expectation values of �T and �Vee can be written in terms of the reduced
density matrices�

THK�n� �
Z
��
�
r�

���r�� r��jr��r��rdr � ������
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and

EHK
ee �n� �

Z
n��r� r

��
�

jr� r�jdrdr
� � ����	�

where � and n� are the �rst and second order density matrices generated by
�HK�

��r�� r
�
�� � N

Z
��HK�x��x�� ���xN ��HK�x���x�� ���xN�ds�dx�� ���dxN �������

and

n��r�� r�� � N
Z
��HK�x��x�� ���xN� ������

� �HK�x��x�� ���xN�ds�ds�dx�� ���dxN �

The interaction energy can be divided into its classical and non�classical
parts�

EHK
ee �n� � Ees�n� � EHK

ncl �n� � ������

where

Ees�n� �
�

�

Z
n�r�n�r��

�

jr� r�jdrdr
� ������

is the classical electrostatic energy of the electronic cloud of the density n
and

EHK
ncl �n� h�� �

�

�

Z
n�r��h��r� r��

�

jr� r�jdrdr
� �����

is the non�classical part of the electron�electron interaction energy� where
h��r� r

�� is the pair�correlation function which is de�ned by

n��r� r
�� �

�

�
n�r�n�r���� � h��r� r

��� � ������
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��� The Kohn�Sham approach

The Kohn�Sham model ���� for the description of the interacting electron
system introduces a non�interacting system� which has the same electron
density as the original system�

Applying the variational principle to solve the ground�state problem of
an N �electron non�interacting system in an external potential �eld vs�r� we
have

Es
GS � min

�D
h Dj �T � �Vsj Di � h sGSj �T � �Vsj sGSi � ������

where

�Vs �
NX
i��

vs�ri� � ������

The variational function is determinantal because it describes a non�
interacting system� Performing the minimization in two steps

Es
GS � minn

�
min
�D�n

h Dj �T j Di�
Z
n�r�vs�r�d�r�

�
������

is obtained� With the help of the non�interacting kinetic energy functional

Ts�n� � min
�D�n

h Dj �T j Di ����	�

and the external energy functional

Es
ext�n� �

Z
n�r�vs�r�dr ������

we arrive at

Es
GS � min

n
Es�n� � min

n
fTs�n� � Es

ext�n�g � Ts�n
s
GS� � Es

ext�n
s
GS� � ������

The non�interacting ground�state problem may be solved by varying the N
spin orbitals �i�x� comprising the determinant wave function  D with the
Lagrange�multiplicators �sij and the ortonormalization conditionsZ

��i �x��j�x� � �ij � ������
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The variation of the functional

!��i� �
NX
i��

Z
v�r�j�i�x�j�dx� �

�

NX
i��

Z
��i �x�

�
��
�
r�

�
�i�x�dx ������

�
NX
i��

NX
j��

�sij

Z
��i �x��j�x�dx

leads to the equations

�h�i �
NX
j��

�sij�j � �����

where

�h � ��
�
r� � vs�r� � ������

The one�electron Hamiltonian �h is a Hermitian operator� Hence ��ij� is a
Hermitian matrix� it can be diagonalized by a unitary transformation of the
orbitals� The one�electron Schr"odinger equations are thus obtained in their
canonical form�

�
��
�
r� � vs

�
�i � �si�i � ������

The ground�state wave function  sGS is a Slater determinant built from the
N occupied orbitals �i�x�� For the ground�state density and kinetic energy
we have

nsGS�r� �
X
s

NX
i��

j�i�r� s�j� � ������

Ts�n
s
GS� �

Z
ts�r� �n

s
GS��dr � ������

where the non�interacting kinetic energy density is

ts�r� �n
s
GS�� �

�

�

X
s

NX
i��

jr�i�r� s�j� � ���	�

��



Now the Kohn�Sham method for solution of the ground�state problem of
the original interacting electron system is presented�

Subtracting the non�interacting kinetic energy functional TKS�n� � Ts�n�
from the Hohenberg�Kohn kinetic energy functional THK�n� the Kohn�Sham
correlation kinetic energy functional is obtained�

TKS
c �n� � THK�n�� TKS�n� � �����

The Hohenberg�Kohn functional FHK �n� can be rewritten as

FHK�n� � Ts�n� � Ees�n� � Exc�n� �����

with the exchange�correlation energy functional

Exc�n� � TKS
c �n� � EHK

ncl �n� � �����

The exchange�correlation functional de�ned by the equation above consists
of two contributions� a di�erence between the interacting and non�interacting
kinetic energy functionals and the non�classical part of the electron�electron
energy functional�

De�ning the Kohn�Sham e�ective potential energy functional

V KS�n� � Eext�n� � Ees�n� � Exc�n� � �����

the ground�state total energy of the interacting system can be written in the
form

EGS � min
n

E�n� � min
n

n
Ts�n� � V KS�n�

o
� Ts�nGS� � V KS�nGS� � ����

The variation of the interacting system energy functional E�n� is

�E�n� �
Z �

�Ts�n�

�n�r�
�
�V KS�n�

�n�r�

�
�n�r�dr � �����

and the variation of the non�interacting system energy functional is

�Es�n� �
Z �

�Ts�n�

�n�r�
� vs�r�

�
�n�r�dr � �����

Comparing Eq� ����� with Eq� ����� it can be seen that the minimization
in Eq� ���� can be performed using methods developed for handling of the
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non�interacting problem� The variations �E�n� and �Es�n� become equivalent
if

vKS�r� �n�� � vs�r� �
�V KS�n�

�n�r�
� v�r� � ves�r� �n�� � vxc�r� �n�� � �����

where vKS is the e�ective Kohn�Sham potential� and ves is the electrostatic
potential�

ves�r� �n�� �
�Ees�n�

�n�r�
�
Z n�r��
jr� r�jdr

� � �����

and vxc is the Kohn�Sham exchange�correlation potential�

vxc�r� �n�� �
�Exc�n�

�n�r�
� ����	�

The ground�state density of the interacting system nGS�r� can be determined
from the solutions of the so�called Kohn�Sham equation��

��
�
r� � vKS

�
�KS
i � �KS

i �KS
i � ������

The ground�state density is calculated from the Kohn�Sham orbitals f�KS
i g

in a similar way as the density of a non�interacting system can be obtained
from the one�electron orbitals�

nGS�r� �
X
s

NX
i��

j�KS
i �r� s�j� � ������

The Kohn�Sham exchange�correlation energy is the sum of the exchange
and the correlation energy parts�

Exc�n� � Ex�n� � Ec�n� � ������

where the exchange�only contribution Ex�n� is the non�classical part of the
Kohn�Sham electron�electron interaction energy�

Ex�n� � EKS
ncl �n� � h KS

D �n�j �Veej KS
D �n�i � Ees�n� � ������

where  KS
D �n� is the minimizer in

TKS�n� � min
�D�n

h Dj �T j Di � h KS
D �n�j �T j KS

D �n�i � �����

��



De�ning the exchange potential by

vx�r� �n�� �
�Ex�n�

�n�r�
� ������

the exchange�correlation potential is also partitioned into the exchange and
correlation potential contributions�

vxc�r� �n�� � vx�r� �n�� � vc�r� �n�� � ������

where the correlation potential is

vc�r� �n�� �
�Ec�n�

�n�r�
� ������

For the correlation energy functional holds

Ec�n� � 	 ������

because the correlation energy can be calculated as

Ec�n� � h�HK�n�j �T � �Veej�HK�n�i � h KS
D �n�j �T � �Veej KS

D �n�i ����	�

and �HK�n� is the minimizer of the expectation value h��n�j �T � �Veej��n�i�
Eq� ����	� can be rewritten as

Ec�n� � �THK�n�� TKS�n�� � �EHK
ee �n�� EKS

ee �n�� ������

� TKS
c �n� � UKS

c �n� �

Eq� ������ shows� that due to the di�erences between the Hohenberg�Kohn
and Kohn�Sham wave functions� the correlation energy comes from two
sources� from the di�erences in kinetic energies and electron�electron inter�
action energies�  KS

D �n� is the minimizer of h��n�j �T j��n�i� so

TKS
c �n� � h�HK�n�j �T j�HK�n�i � h KS

D �n�j �T j KS
D �n�i � 	 � ������

From Eq� ������ and Eq� ������ it is obvious that

UKS
c �n� � 	 � ������

��



In the Kohn�Sham theory the interacting system can be described with
the one�electron equations of a non�interacting system� in which the electrons
move in a common� e�ective potential �eld vKS�r�� The ground�state density
of the non�interacting system is equal to the ground�state density of the
original system� and the ground�state energies are equal� too� The interaction
of the electrons in the Kohn�Sham model is included in the Kohn�Sham
potential vKS� The Kohn�Sham equations are in principle exact� however�
there are no explicit expressions known for the exchange�correlation potential
and energy as functionals of the electron density� so for calculating in practice
one has to apply approximations� The most popular functionals have a form
appropriate for slowly varying densities� the local density approximation
�LDA�

ELDA
xc �n� �

Z
n�unifxc �n�dr � ������

where �unifxc �n� is the exchange�correlation energy per particle of a uniform
electron gas� and the generalized gradient approximation �GGA�

EGGA
xc �n� �

Z
f�n�rn�dr � �����

which improve upon the LDA description of atoms� molecules and solids� In
the practical calculations �unifxc and f must be parametrized analytic func�
tions� �unifxc �n� is well established �������� but the best choice for f�n� depends
on the derivations and formal properties of various GGA�s ��������

��� The optimized e�ective potential method and the

KLI approximation

The starting point of the optimized e�ective potential �OEP� method
������� is the total energy functional

EOEP �f�jg� �
NX
i��

Z
��i �x�

�
��
�
r�

�
�i�x�dx ������

�
�

�

Z n�r�n�r��
jr� r�j drdr

� �
Z
v�r�n�r�dr� EOEP

xc �f�jg� �

where� in contrast to ordinary density functional theory� the exchange�
correlation energy EOEP

xc �f�jg� is an explicit functional of the one�electron

��



orbitals f�jg and therefore only an implicit functional of the electron density
n�r��

The one�electron spin orbitals f�jg are eigenfunctions of the one�electron
Schr"odinger equation with a local e�ective potential V �r��

��
�
r� � V �r�

�
�j�x� � �j�j�x� ������

by requiring that V �r� is the optimized one yielding orbitals minimizing the
total energy functional EOEP �f�jg�� that is

�EOEP �f�jg�
�V �r�

�
NX
i��

Z �EOEP �f�jg�
��i�x��

��i�x
��

�V �r�
dx� � c�c� � 	 � ������

The functional derivative of the one�electron orbital �i�x� with respect to the
local e�ective potential V �r� can be calculated using �rst�order perturbation
theory�

��i�x
��

�V �r�
�
X
s

Gi�x
��x��i�x� � ������

Gi�x
��x� �

�X
j��

��j�x
����j�x�

�j � �i
� ����	�

where the prime in the sum indicates that only states with �j �� �i are
summed� and Gi�x

��x� is the Green function of the Kohn�Sham equation
projected onto the subspace orthogonal to �i�x�� It satis�es the equation�

��
�
r� � V �r�� �i

�
Gi�x

��x� � ���x� � x� � �i�x
����i �x� � ������

If we de�ne �hi by

�EOEP �f�jg�
��i�x�

� �hi�
�
i �x� � ������

then

�hi � ��
�
r� � ves�r� � v�r� � vxc�i�x� � ������

��



where the orbital dependent potential vxc�i�x� is

vxc�i�x� �
�EOEP

xc �f�jg�
��i ��i

� ������

From Eqs� ������������� an integral equation for the e�ective exchange�
correlation potential

Vxc�r� � V �r�� ves�r�� v�r� �����

is obtained�

NX
i��

Z
��i �x

�� �Vxc�r��� vxc�i�x
���Gi�x

��x��i�x�dx� � c�c� � 	 � ������

The main advantage of the OEP method is that it allows for the exact
treatment of the exchange energy� In the exchange�only Kohn�Sham theory
the exchange energy functional assumes the same form as the Hartree�Fock
exchange energy expression�

Ex�f�jg� � ��
�

NX
i�j��

Z ��i �x��i�x
����j�x

���j�x�

jr� r�j dxdx� ������

with the f�jg being the Kohn�Sham orbitals� The exact exchange potential

Vx�r� �
�Ex

�n�r�
������

can be found numerically by employing the OEP method� Writing the full
OEP integral equation ������ separately for the exchange and correlation
potentials the OEP equation for Vx�r� is

NX
i��

Z
��i �x

�� �Vx�r
��� vx�i�x

���Gi�x
��x��i�x�dx

� � c�c� � 	 � ������

and for any given approximate correlation energy functional Ec�f�jg� the
correlation potential

Vc�r� �
�Ec

�n�r�
����	�

�	



can be obtained by the solution of the corresponding integral equation

NX
i��

Z
��i �x

�� �Vc�r��� vc�i�x
���Gi�x

��x��i�x�dx� � c�c� � 	 � ������

Performing the functional derivative of the exact exchange energy Ex�f�jg�
with respect to the orbitals one obtains for the exchange part of vxc�i�x��

vx�i�x� �
�

��i �x�
�Ex�f�jg�
��i�x�

� � �

���i �x�

NX
j��

��j�x�
Z ��i �x

���j�x��
jr� r�j dx� � ������

vc�i�x� is the orbital dependent correlation potential

vc�i�x� �
�

��i �x�
�Ec�f�jg�
��i�x�

� ������

Both the exchange�only OEP and Hartree�Fock approaches are based
on the same total energy functional� which contains the exchange energy
expression �������

E�f�jg� �
NX
i��

Z
��i �x�

�
��
�
r�
�
�i�x�dx ������

�
�

�

Z n�r�n�r��
jr� r�j drdr

� �
Z
v�r�n�r�dr

� �

�

NX
i�j��

Z ��i �x��i�x
����j�x

���j�x�

jr� r�j dxdx� �

While in the Hartree�Fock method this total energy functional is minimized
without restriction �expect the ortonormality of the orbitals� leading to a
single�particle Schr"odinger equation containing a non�local e�ective potential
�V HF
x via the equation

� �V HF
x �i��x� � ��

�

NX
j��

Z ��j�x
���i�x��

jr� r�j dx��j�x� � �����

in the exchange�only OEP scheme the total energy functional ������ is min�
imized under the subsidiary condition that the orbitals arise from a local

��



potential� which is determined by the OEP integral equation ������� A con�
sequence ���� of the non�locality of the Hartree�Fock potential is that the
occupied Hartree�Fock orbitals all have the same exponential decay

�HFi �x� �� e��
p
���HF

N
�jrj � as jrj � � � i � N � ������

�HFN is the energy of the highest occupied Hartree�Fock state� The orbitals
arising from the OEP method� on the other hand� fall o� each with its own
orbital energy �����

�OEPi �x� �� e��
p���i�jrj � as jrj � � � i � N � ������

The results of the OEP and Hartree�Fock calculations for the physical quan�
tities are almost identical ����� The self�consistent Hartree�Fock solutions
yield the lowest possible value of the total energy ������� so the ground�state
energy obtained from the exhange�only self�consistent OEP scheme is neces�
sarily higher�

EHF
GS � EOEP

GS � ������

however� the di�erence is very small�
The OEP method correctly reproduces the discontinuity properties

�����	���� required for the exact exchange�correlation potential �������� A
number of other rigorous statements on the optimized e�ective exchange and
correlation potentials of �nite systems can be derived ����� An important
property is thatZ

��N�x�vx�N�x��N�x�dx �
Z
��N�x�Vx�r��N�x�dx ������

is satis�ed for vx�N�x� belonging to the exact exchange energy functional
������� Likewise�Z

��N�x�vc�N�x��N�x�dx �
Z
��N�x�Vc�r��N�x�dx ����		�

is satis�ed for any approximate correlation energy functional leading to
asymptotically bounded functions

vc�i�x� �� const� � as jrj � � � i � N � ����	��

��



The consequence of these statements is the asymptotic behaviour of the ex�
change and correlation potential� Vx�r� and vx�N�x� approach each other
exponentially fast for jrj � �� The asymptotic form of vx�N�x� is � �

jrj � This
implies that

Vx�x� �� � �

jrj � as jrj � � � ����	��

The di�erence between Vc�r� and vc�N�x� decays exponentially as well� so the
way of testing the asymptotic behaviour of Vc�r� for a given approximate
orbital functional Ec�f�jg� is that one only determines how vc�N�x� falls o��

Since there is no known analytic solution of Vxc depending explicitly on
the set of the single�particle orbitals f�jg� in order to use the OEP method
one needs to solve the full integral equation ������ numerically� which is a very
demanding task because of various numerical problems� It has been achieved
so far only for spherically symmetric systems ������	�� for complex systems
like molecules� where the potential lacks spherical symmetry� no systematic
method has yet been devised to solve Eq� ������� However� Krieger� Li
and Iafrate ������� proposed a highly accurate approximation �KLI� for the
e�ective exchange�correlation potential Vxc�r�� which reduces the complexity
of the original OEP equation signi�cantly� and at the same time keeps many
of the essential properties of the OEP method unchanged� With the help of
the de�nition

��i �x� ��
Z
��i �x

�� �Vxc�r��� vxc�i�x
���Gi�x

��x�dx� ����	��

performing some algebra one arrives at the exact transformation of Eq� ������

Vxc�r� �
X
s

NX
i��

j�i�x�j�
�n�r�

�
uxc�i�x� � V xc�i � vxc�i

	
� c�c� � ����	��

where

uxc�i�x� � vxc�i�x�� �

j�i�x�j�r ��
�
i �x�r�i�x�� � ����	�

V xc�i and vxc�i denote the expectation values of Vxc�r� and vxc�i�x� with respect
to the orbital �i�x��

V xc�i �
Z
��i �x�Vxc�r��i�x�dx � ����	��

��



vxc�i �
Z
��i �x�vxc�i�x��i�x�dx � ����	��

Eq� ����	�� may serve as a starting point for constructing accurate approxi�
mations of Vxc�r�� The simplest one can be obtained by neglecting the terms
involving �i�x�� This approximation leads to an analytic expression similar
to the Slater construction for Vxc�r��

V KLI
xc �r� � V S

xc�r� �
X
s

NX
i��

j�i�x�j�
�n�r�

�
V
KLI
xc�i � vxc�i

	
� c�c� � ����	��

where

V S
xc�r� �

X
s

NX
i��

j�i�x�j�vxc�i�x�
�n�r�

����	��

is a Slater�type potential�
The rigorous properties of the full OEP are preserved by the KLI approx�

imation �����

vx�N � V
KLI
x�N � �����	�

and

vc�N � V
KLI
c�N � �������

if fvc�j�x�g are asymptotically bounded� The KLI exchange�only potential
V KLI
x �r� and vx�N�x� approach each other exponentially fast for jrj � �
with the same exponential function as for the full OEP� so V KLI

x �r� decays
as

V KLI
x �r� �� � �

jrj � as jrj � � � �������

The di�erence of V KLI
xc �r� from the Slater approximation is due to the second

term in Eq� ����	��� which enables the KLI potential V KLI
xc �r� to preserve

the property of integer discontinuity� The solution of Eq� ����	�� is unique
up to an additive constant� which can be determined by the requirement of
the correct asymptotic behaviour of V KLI

xc �r�� The exact relationship

vxc�N � V xc�N �������

��



ensures that V KLI
xc �r� goes to zero as r approaches in�nity�

In contrast to the exact OEP integral equation� the KLI equation ����	��
can be solved explicitly for V KLI

xc �r� in terms of the orbitals f�jg� Multipli�
cation with j�j�x�j� and integration over space lead to

V
KLI
xc�j � V

S
xc�j �

N��X
i��

Aji

�
V
KLI
xc�i �

�

�
�vxc�i � v�xc�i�

�
� �������

where

V
S
xc�j �

Z j�j�x�j�
�n�r�

NX
i��

j�i�x�j��
�

�
vxc�i�x� � v�xc�i�x�

	
dx � ������

and

Aji �
Z j�j�x�j�j�i�x�j�

�n�r�
dx � �������

The orbital corresponding to the highest occupied single�particle energy
eigenvalue �m has to be excluded from the sum in Eq� ������� because of the

condition �������� The remaining unknown constants f�V KLI
xc�j � vxc�j�g are

determined by solving the linear equations

N��X
i��

��ji � Aji�
�
V
KLI
xc�i �

�

�
�vxc�i � v�xc�i�

�
� �������

� V
S
xc�j �

�

�

�
vxc�i � v�xc�i�

	
� j � �� ���N � � �

Substitution of the results into Eq� ����	�� yields an explicitly orbital�
dependent functional�

�



��



� Determination of the total electron

density from its l�shell contribution

A theorem of Theophilou and Gidopoulos ���� states that in the case of a
non�interacting system of N electrons� the part of the density belonging to
the spin orbitals which transform according to a certain irreducible represen�
tation of a group� determines uniquely the ground state�

The consequence of this theorem is that for non�interacting systems in
central potentials� the nl part of the density corresponding to orbitals of cer�
tain l angular momentum quantum number� speci�es uniquely the potential
apart from an additive constant �����

This statement can be easily proved� Let�s consider a non�interacting
electron�system in a central potential v�r�� If the l�shell density nl is given�
and it is v�representable� the number Nl of the l�shell electrons can be com�
puted by integrating nl over space�

Nl �
Z
nl�r�dr � �����

Applying the minimum principle for the Nl electron functional h j �Hj i�
where

�H �
NlX
i��

��r�
i

�
� v�ri�

�
� �����

and the Slater�determinant j i is constructed solely from spin orbitals be�
longing to the subspace characterized by the angular momentum quantum
number l� one can obtain the inequalities

h �j �T j �i� h �j �V j �i � h ��j �T j ��i� h ��j �V j ��i �����

h ��j �T j ��i� h ��j �V �j ��i � h �j �T j �i� h �j �V �j �i � �����

where �T �
PNl

i��
r�

i

�
� �V �

PNl
i�� v�ri�� �V

� �
PNl

i�� v
��ri�� v and v� are

di�erent external potentials� j �i and j ��i are the ground state Slater�
determinants belonging to the potentials v and v�� respectively� Using the
equalities

��



h �j �V j �i �
Z
nlvdr ����

h �j �V �j �i �
Z
nlv

�dr �����

h ��j �V j ��i �
Z
n�lvdr �����

h ��j �V �j ��i �
Z
n�lv

�dr �����

Eqs� ����� and ����� lead to the inequality

Z
�n�l�r�� nl�r� �v�r�� v��r�� dr 	 	 �����

therefore� there is a single external potential which corresponds to the given
nl� i�e� there exists one�to�one correspondence between the potential and the
l�part of the density�

Using the Kohn�Sham method for handling of the many�electron problem�
it can be stated that in a spherically symmetric system the Kohn�Sham l�
density uniqely determines the Kohn�Sham potential and the ground�state�

If nl is the electron density of the s�shells i�e� nl � n�� as it was shown
in a recent paper ���� for a bare Coulomb �eld �Z

r
� an explicit connection

holds between the total electron density n for an arbitrary number of atomic
closed shells and its s�state density part�

n�r� � �Z

�Z
r

n��r�dr � ����	�

where n�r� is the total electron density averaged over the spherical coor�
dinates 
 and ��

n�r� �
�

��

Z
n�r� 
� ��sin
d
d� � ������

Eq� ����	� can also be transformed into the form

��



n�r�

r
� ��Zn��r� � ������

This relation is the spatial generalization of Kato�s theorem �������



n�r�

r

�
�r���

� ��Zn�r��r � 	� � ������

Eq� ����	� says that knowing the atomic number Z� the total electron
density can be determined from the s�electron density� However� the total
electron density can be calculated from n� not only for a bare Coulomb
potential� but also for the Kohn�Sham potential of central��eld atoms�

In agreement with the theorem of Theophilou� one can say that the Kohn�
Sham potential is a functional of the s�density� Although� the explicit func�
tional form of the Kohn�Sham potential is unknown� it can be calculated
numerically from n��

The atomic number Z can be determined applying Kato�s theorem in a
form appropriate for the s�density



n�
r

�
�r���

� ��Zn��r � 	� � ������

The asymptotic behaviour of the Kohn�Sham potential is described by
the expression

vKS�r� � �Z �N � �

r
� as r�� � �����

from which the total number of electrons N can be computed if the atomic
number is known�

Consequently� in the knowledge of both vKS and Z� the total electron
density n can be found by solving the Kohn�Sham equations for N electrons�
Since both Z and vKS can be computed from n�� it can be stated that it is
possible to calculate the total electron density if the Kohn�Sham s�electron
density is given �����

��



In this chapter the determination of the total electron density of closed�
shell atoms from the l�shell part of the density nl is described in the case of
an arbitrary angular momentum quantum number l ���� In Section ��� the
Dawson�March transformation ������� is used to obtain potential�phase rela�
tion in terms of nl for two� and three� l�level spherically symmetric systems�
In Section ��� a numerical� iterative method is proposed to determine the
Kohn�Sham potential from nl for atoms and ions with several electrons� In
Section ��� it is showed that the cusp�relation Eq� ������ can be generalized
for the p�� d�� etc� electron densities� Finally� in Section ��� the construction
of the total density from its nl contribution is discussed� and exchange�only
calculations are presented�

��� Two� and three� l�level spherically symmetric

systems

In the case of one l�shell systems� from the Kohn�Sham equation

�r

�

�
� vKS�r�

�
��r� � ���r� ������

the Kohn�Sham potential can be trivially constructed at the points r� where
� �� 	�

vKS�r� �
�

�n
���
l

r�n
���
l � � � ������

where

l � �j�j� � ������

and � is the occupation number of the orbital �� The one�electron energy �
can be determined from the asymptotic decay of nl

nl � exp
n
����j�j����r

o
� ������

If nl is obtained from two l�shells� i�e�

nl � ��j��j� � ��j��j� � ����	�

�	



where �� and �� are the occupation numbers� the Kohn�Sham potential can
be formed by using the Dawson�March transformation ��������

P� �
�p
��
�
���
l cos � ������

P� �
�p
��
�
���
l sin � � ������

where P� and P� are the radial wave functions� and �l is the radial l�shell
electron density

�l � �r
��nl � ������

Eqs� ������� ������ and the radial Kohn�Sham equations

P ��
i � �



�i � vKS � l�l � ��

�r�

�
Pi � 	 � i � �� � ������

lead to the relation between �l and the phase function ��r��

��� �
��l
�l
�� � �� sin���� � �����

where

� �
�� � ��
�

� ������

The Kohn�Sham potential takes the form

vKS �
�

�

���l
�l
� �

�



��l
�l

��

� �

�
����� � � cos����� l�l � ��

�r�
� � � ������

where

� �
�� � ��
�

� ������

From Eq� ����� the phase � can be determined from �l using the normaliza�
tion and orthogonality conditionsZ

�l cos
� �dr � �� � ������Z

�l sin
� �dr � �� ����	�
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and Z
�l sin

�����dr � 	 � ������

then Eq� ������ gives vKS�
If three l�shells are taken� the phase functions � and � are introduced

��������

P� �
�p
��
�
���
l sin � cos � � ������

P� �
�p
��
�
���
l sin � sin� ������

������

and

P� �
�p
��
�
���
l cos � � �����

From the Kohn�Sham equations one obtains coupled di�erential equation for
the phases � and ��
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�
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�
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The potential�phase relation can be obtained by combining the radial Kohn�
Sham equations with Eq� �������������

vKS �
�

�

���l
�l
� �

�
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�
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where

f � sin� ���� sin� �� ��������� �
l�l � ��

�r�
� �� � ����	�

If �l is known Eqs� ������ and ������ can be solved and the Kohn�Sham
potential can be calculated� then in the knowledge of the electron number the
solutions of the Kohn�Sham equations yield all the occupied wave functions
and the total electron density can be calculated�

The uppermost eigenvalue in Eqs� ������ and ������ can be determined
from Eq� �������

��� Determination of the Kohn�Sham potential from

nl with several l�shells

Recently� there has been a considerable interest to construct the Kohn�
Sham potential in the knowledge of the total electron density ������� In a
recent paper Nagy ���� has also proposed a numerical� iterative method that
can be modi�ed to calculate the Kohn�Sham potential if the l�shell density
nl is known� The process goes as follows�

In the ith iteration the Kohn�Sham equations�
��
�
r� � v

�i�
KS�r�

�
�j�r� � �j�j�r� ������

are solved self�consistently� �j denotes the jth occupied l�shell orbital� �Be�
cause of the uniqueness of the potential one can start from any properly
chosen potential v

���
ks in the 	th iteration�� Then the obtained l�state density

n
�i�
l �

X
j

�j�
�
j ������

is compared with the known density nl� If the di�erence is larger than an
appropriatelly chosen small constant� another potential is constructed using
the potential v

�i�
KS and the density n

�i�
l �

v
�i	��
KS � v

�i�
KS

�
nl

n
�i�
l

� � ��� ��

�
� ������

then the Kohn�Sham equations are solved again and so on� �� is a damping
factor to speed the convergence��
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��� �Cusp�relation� for the l�shell contribution

Between the atomic number Z and the l�shell density nl the following
relation holds� 


��l
�l

�
�r���

� � �Z

l � �
� ������

where �l is de�ned as

�l �
nl
r�l

� �����

In the case of l � 	� Eq� ������ and ����� lead to the equation for the
s�density Eq� ������� which follows directly from Kato�s theorem�

To derive Eq� ������ let�s expand the radial wave functions and the Kohn�
Sham potential in a power series in r at r � 	�

Ri � ci�r
l �

di
ci
rl	� � ���� ������

and

vKS � �Z
r
� A�Br � ��� � ������

Substitution of Eqs� ������ and ������ into the radial Kohn�Sham equation

�

r�
d

dr



r�
dRi

dr

�
� l�l � ��

r�
Ri � ���i � vKS�Ri � 	 ������

leads to the result
di
ci
� � Z

l � �
� ������

On the other hand� substituting the

nl �
X
i

wiR
�
i ���	�

l�state density written in terms of the radial wave functions into the de�nition
of �l �Eq� ������ one �nds that

��l
�l
�
��r

P
iwiRiR

�
i � l

P
iwiR

�
i �

r
P

iwiR�
i

� �����

Putting the expansion ������ and the relation ������ into Eq� ������ it can
be readily veri�ed that the right hand side of Eq� ����� tends to � �Z

l	�
as r

tends to zero� thus Eq� ������ is obtained�
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��� Exchange�only calculation of the total electron

density

According to the theorem of Theophilou ����� the l�shell part of the electron
density nl uniquely determines the potential� Since the theorem is valid for
any non�interacting system� using the Kohn�Sham method to treat the many
electron problem it can be stated that in a spherically symmetric system the
Kohn�Sham l�state density uniquely determines the Kohn�Sham potential�

On the other hand� the atomic number can be computed from Eq� �������
and from the asymptotic behaviour of the Kohn�Sham potential �Eq� ������
the total number of electrons can be obtained�

In conclusion we can say that the contribution to the electron density
characterized by an arbitrary angular momentum contains all information
about the ground�state of closed�shell atoms�

As an illustration of the aforementioned statement exchange�only calcu�
lations are performed for several atoms applying the numerical procedure
described in Section ��� to demonstrate the above reasoning in practice�

In a recent paper ���� Kohn�Sham one�electron orbitals and energies were
determined from Hartree�Fock one�electron orbitals ����� It was shown� that
the Kohn�Sham potential leading to the Hartree�Fock density is very close
to the exchange�only Kohn�Sham potential� so we can loosy refer to it as the
exchange�only case� As a result of this kind of calculation one obtains the
exchange�only one�electron energies and orbitals� from which the exchange�
only l�shell density can be constructed� Applying this l�state density as an
input l�shell density following the procedure described above the exchange�
only total electron density can be computed� This method is applied to
several atoms and ions with closed shells� Some typical results of these cal�
culations are displayed in the �gures� From the s� and p�density contribution
the Kohn�Sham potential� the exchange potential and the total electron den�
sity are computed for the atoms Ne� Mg� Ar and Kr� For the atom Kr the
total density is calculated from the d�density� too�

Fig� ��� presents the Kohn�Sham potentials determined from the s�
densities� The exchange potentials obtained from the p�densities are plotted
in Fig� ���� The total densities calculated from the s�densities and the s�
densities are displayed in Fig� ���� and Fig� ��� shows the p�electron densities
and the total densities� The total density computed from the d�density and
the d�density for Kr can be seen in Fig� ���

�



The numerical results show that the di�erence between the Kohn�Sham
potential determined from the l�shell density and the exchange�only Kohn�
Sham potential �which is determined from the total density� is very small� so
the curve of the total density determined from the l�density and the curve of
the Hartree�Fock density can be regarded equivalent within computational
error� This can be attributed to the manifestation of the uniqueness of the
potential� which is stated by the theorem of Theophilou� In principle the l�
state part of the density contains all the information that is needed to obtain
the total electron density� and the numerical method described above o�ers
a practical way to calculate it from its l�shell contribution�

��



Fig� ��� The Kohn�Sham potential as the function of x calculated from the s�density for

Ne� Mg� Ar and Kr� x is de�ned as x � �r���Z���� where Z is the atomic number�

� � ������	��
����� and r is the radial distance from the nucleus�
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Fig� ��� The exchange potentials calculated from the p�densities�
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Fig� ��� The total radial electron density � � 
�r�n calculated from the s�density and the

radial s�density as the functions of r for Ne� Mg� Ar and Kr�
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Fig� ��� The total densities determined from the p�densities and the p�densities�
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Fig� ��� The total density calculated from the d�density and the d�density for the atom

Kr�
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� The correlation energy in terms of

density�moments along the adiabatic

connection

Exact relations for the functionals play an important role in density func�
tional theory ����� because the functionals are not known exactly and conse�
quently they have to be approximated in the applications� In recent papers
�������� from coordinate scaling identities� hierarchies of equations were de�
rived for the energy functionals as well as for their Legendre transforms� The
hierarchy equations can serve as criteria for improving and constructing ap�
proximations� Recently� hierarchies of equations for the correlation energy
and the kinetic energy correction functionals were derived �����

For complete sets of moments there is a one�to�one mapping between
the moments and the electron density ���� All observable properties of the
electronic systems can be written as functions of the moments of the density�
because all properties of the systems are functionals of the electron density�
A set of moments is a complete set� if all perturbations of the electron density
can be represented as a change in the moments� i�e� the chain rule

�Q�n�r��

�n�r�
�
X
k

Q�fmkg�
mk

mk�n�r��

n�r�
�����

is valid� where Q�n� is a density functional and fmkg are moments of the
density� It can be proved ���� that the multipole moments

Mijk �
Z
xiyjzkn�r�dr �����

are complete for molecular electron densities� One can express any molecular
density functional as a function of the moments of the system�

Q�n�r�� � Q�fMijkg�i�j�k��� � �����

Ayers� Lucks and Parr ��� showed� that exact moment functionals typi�
cally manifest a non�linear dependence on the moments� and they presented
a maximum entropy technique to derive formally exact� arbitrary accurate
moment expansions for density functionals�

��



Exact non�local expressions for density functionals employing moments
of the electron density were deduced from the hierarchy equations ���� �	��
Truncating the hierarchies at di�erent orders� one can obtain explicit rela�
tions for the correlation energy and for the di�erence between the interacting
and non�interacting kinetic energies in terms of powers of the classical elec�
trostatic moments of the electron density� For neutral atoms with coupling
constant � � �� the reasonable accuracy of the two�term linear expansions
has already been demonstrated ����� In this chapter I examine the same
expansion along the adiabatic path ��� In Section ��� hierarchies of equa�
tions for the correlation energy and kinetic energy correction functionals are
reviewed� Truncation of the hierarchies is discussed in Section ���� In re�
cent papers� correlation energies have been determined for some two� and
four�electron systems along the adiabatic path �������� In Section ��� the
dependence of the correlation energy on the adiabatic constant is presented
for several atoms and ions� and for some two� and four�electron systems the
correlation energy and its derivative obtained from the expansion in moments
are compared with the exact results� and with the local density �LDA� and
the generalized gradient �GGA� values�

��� Hierarchies of equations for the correlation

energy and for the kinetic energy correction

The adiabatic connection is a fundamental concept in density functional the�
ory ������� The coupling constant path is de�ned by the Schr"odinger equa�
tion

� �T � � �Vee � �V���
�
i � E�

i �
�
i � �����

where �T and �Vee are the operators for the kinetic energy and the electron�
electron energy� respectively� � � � corresponds to the fully interacting case
while � � 	 gives the Kohn�Sham system� The potential �V� is de�ned by the
condition that the electron density is kept �xed along the adiabatic path�

The correlation�energy density functional E�
c �n� at the coupling strength

� is de�ned as ����

�E�
c �n� � T �

c �n� � ��h���n�j �Veej���n�i � h�����n�j �Veej�����n�i� � ����

where T �
c �n� is the kinetic energy correction part�
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T �
c �n� � h���n�j �T j���n�i � h�����n�j �T j�����n�i � �����

and ���n� is the minimizing wave function� The main formulas �������� that
relate the correlation energy and the kinetic energy correction as functions
of the coupling parameter and functionals of the density� arising essentially
from scaling arguments� are

�
dE�

c �n�

d�
� E�

c �n� �
Z
n�r�r � r�E�

c �n�

�n�r�
dr � �����

�
dT �

c �n�

d�
� �T �

c �n� �
Z
n�r�r � r�T �

c �n�

�n�r�
dr � �����

and

T �
c �n� � ���dE

�
c �n�

d�
� �����

The K�th functional di�erentiation of Eq� ����� with respect to the density
n provides the K�th order equation of the hierarchy for E�

c �n� �����

KX
i��

riri
�KE�

c �n�

�n�ri�����n�rK�
�
Z
n�rK	��rK	�rK	�

�K	�E�
c �n�

�n�r������n�rK	��
drK	�����	�

� � �KE�
c �n�

�n�r������n�rK�
� �

d

d�

�KE�
c �n�

�n�r������n�rK�
�

This hierarchy is self�contained in the sense that it contains only the func�
tional derivatives of the correlation energy functional� For T �

c �n� a similar
equation can be derived from Eq� ������

KX
i��

riri
�KT �

c �n�

�n�ri�����n�rK�
�
Z
n�rK	��rK	�rK	�

�K	�T �
c �n�

�n�r������n�rK	��
drK	�������

� �� �KT �
c �n�

�n�r������n�rK�
� �

d

d�

�KT �
c �n�

�n�r������n�rK�
�

The hierarchies of equations link the Kth functional derivatives to the �K �
��th functional derivatives and the electron density�
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��� Truncation of the hierarchy of equations and

expansions in moments

Truncation of the K�th equation of the hierarchy ����	�� i�e� neglecting
the �K � ���th variation of the correlation energy� leads to the equation

KX
i��

riri
�KE�

c �n�

�n�ri�����n�rK�
� � �KE�

c �n�

�n�r������n�rK�
� �

d

d�

�KE�
c �n�

�n�r������n�rK�
�������

In a spherically symmetric case Eq� ������ has the following solution�

E�
c �n� �

KX
k��

�

k

�X
i

Aki�
kci	�

�Z
rcindr

�k�
� ������

Also� the K�th order truncated equation for T �
c �n� leads to�

T �
c �n� � �

KX
k��

X
i

�
ci �

�

k

�
Aki�

kci	�
�Z

rcindr
�k

� ������

where ci are arbitrary real numbers� The Aki coe�cients� which can be
functions of the electron number N � can be determined by numerical �tting�
For a non�spherically symmetric system Eqs� ������ and ������ take the form�

E�
c �n� �

KX
k��

�

k

�X
���

Ak����
k�c�	c�	c��	�Mk

���

�� � �����

and

T �
c �n� � �

KX
k��

X
���

�
c� � c� � c� �

�

k

�
Ak����

k�c�	c�	c��	�Mk
��� � ������

where

M��� �
Z
xc�yc�zc�n�r�dr ������

are the classical electrostatic moments of the density� Taking appropriate
number of terms in the sum� one can obtain a good approximation to the
correlation energy and its kinetic component� The simplest possible form�
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the linear expansion in the moments is the only one which is size consistent�
and homogeneous of degree one in the density ��		��	��� It has recently been
demonstrated ���� that for � � � the following two�term universal expansions
�t the neutral atoms remarkably well�

Ec�n� � C�lnZ
Z
ndr � C�Z

Z
rndr � ������

and

Tc�n� � �C�lnZ
Z
ndr � �C�Z

Z
rndr � ������

where C� � �	�	��� and C� � 	�			�	 �in a�u��� Ions can also be repre�
sented with these expressions fairly good�

��� Correlation energies along the adiabatic path

The adiabatic connection is a concept of great importance� The Kohn�
Sham equations and the Kohn�Sham potential are de�ned by this principle�
It is not known much about the dependence of the functionals on the coupling
constant� Three recent papers ������� addressed this problem� the correla�
tion energy has been calculated along the adiabatic path for two� and four�
electron systems�

According to Eqs� ������ and ������� the coupling constant dependence of
E�
c and T

�
c corresponding to the �tted density�moment formulas ������ and

������ are�

E�
c � �C�lnZ

Z
ndr � ��C�Z

Z
rndr � ����	�

and

T �
c � ���C�lnZ

Z
ndr � ���C�Z

Z
rndr � ������

Eqs� ����	� and ������ provide simple expressions for the ��dependence
of the correlation energy and the kinetic energy correction� They can be
easily calculated as the density is �xed along the adiabatic path� In our
calculations Hartree�Fock densities ���� were used for n� Results are shown
in Figs� ���� �����
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In Figs� ��� � ��� E�
c is presented for He� Ne
	� Be and Ne�	� For

comparison exact� LDA and GGA values are also shown� These data are
taken from Ref� ����� Colonna and Savin ���� found a rational approximant
for the correlation energy�

E�
c 	

a�

� � b�
� ������

In Ref� ���� Eq� ���� and Eq� ������ are written in di�erent forms� With
the notation of Levy and Perdew ���� which is used here� the right hand side
of Eq� ������ contains � in the nominator instead of ��� The coe�cients a
and b were determined for the exact� LDA and GGA values� Figs� ���� ���
present values obtained using Eq� ������� where the coe�cients a and b are
taken from Ref� ����� Comparing the density�moment formula ����	� with
the exact� the LDA and the GGA formulas ������� we can state the following
about the qualitative behaviour of these functions�

In the whole range of the interaction strength the expansion formula gives
better results than the LDA� While in the case of the two�electron He and
Ne
	 the exact and the GGA curves are very close to each other� for the
four�electron Be and Ne�	 the di�erence between the exact and the GGA
values becomes more signi�cant� For Ne�	 the �tted values are between the
exact and GGA values� so the curve of the �tted formula is closer to the
exact one� than the GGA is� For Be it does not apply� but the curve of the
density�moment expression is near that of the GGA method� The di�erence
between the values coming from the expression Eq� ����	� and the exact
data at � � � are due to the fact that the �tting is performed for several
atoms and the agreement between the �tted and the exact results is worse
for a system of two� and four�electrons ����� No calculations have been done
for the adiabatic constant dependence of the correlation energy of atoms and
ions with number of electrons larger than four� before�

Fig� �� and Fig� ��� present E�
c and T �

c along the adiabatic path for
the atoms Li� C� F � Mg� P and Ar� The curves of E�

c for small atomic
numbers are fairly linear due to the small C� coe�cient in the second term
of the expression ����	�� With increasing atomic number Z

R
rndr becomes

larger� consequently� when the number of electrons increases the curves de�
viate from the linear� Similarly� the coupling constant dependence of T �

c can
be predicted using Eq� ������� With increasing atomic number the term
containing �� becomes more dominant�
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Since GGAs can be divided into exchange and correlation contributions to
the energy� one can compare both the exchange and the exchange�correlation
energies with more accurate calculations for small systems� Typically� the
GGA error is smaller for the exchange�correlation energy than for the ex�
change energy� This led to suggestions for improving the accuracy of density
functionals� by replacing a fraction of the most accurate GGA energies �near
� � �� with the exact exchange energy �at � � 	�� These approximations are
the so�called hybrid schemes ��	�����	��� A recent analysis ��	� of the be�
haviour of approximate functionals over the range of the adiabatic curve led
to the result that LDA or GGA gives a better approximation for ��E�

c ���
at the � � � end of the adiabatic connection� which has a great importance
in the construction of non�empirical hybrid schemes �cf� Ref� ��	� and refer�
ences therein�� In order to examine the density�moment functional from this
point of view� the �rst derivative of �E�

c is considered� In Figs� �������	 the
ratio between the exact correlation energy derivative ��E�

c ��� calculated
from Eq� ������ and that calculated from the density�moment formula ����	�
for He� Ne
	� Be and Ne�	 as a function of � is compared with the ratio
of the exact values of ��E�

c ��� and those calculated from Eq� ������ for
the LDA and GGA approximations� It can be seen� that all three of the
approximating functionals work better at higher � values� For the positive
ions of the He� and Be�series for ��E�

c ��� reliable data are available �����
In Ref� ���� there are data for the Harris�Jones correlation energy eE�

c �����
However� it was shown ����� that these data are in good agreement with those
determined at �xed density� Fig� ���� and Fig� ���� show the ratio between
the exact values of ��E�

c ��� and those obtained from Eq� ����	� for the
He� and Be�series� While in the He�series the curves are almost straight
lines� in the Be�series it is conspicuously visible� that the density�moment
approximation is better for ��E�

c ��� when �� �� It was conjectured ����
that a signi�cant improvement of the Perdew�Burke�Ernzerhof �PBE� gen�
eralized gradient approximation ���� over LDA is manifest in the He�series�
but in the Be�series the error increases rapidly with growing atomic number�
In Fig� ���� we show the ratio between the exact ��E�

c ��� and that of the
density�moment approximation at � � �� Although there is a weak linear
increase of the error in both series� we can state� that the density�moment
expansion is a fairly good approximation also for the Be�series�
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Fig� ��� The density�moment expansion correlation energy E�
c �Eq� �	����� in atomic units�

as the function of the adiabatic constant � for He compared with the exact� LDA and

GGA values �Eq� �	������
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Fig� ��� The density�moment expansion correlation energy E�
c �Eq� �	����� in atomic units�

as the function of the adiabatic constant � for Ne�� compared with the exact� LDA and

GGA values �Eq� �	������
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Fig� ��� The density�moment expansion correlation energy E�
c �Eq� �	����� in atomic units�

as the function of the adiabatic constant � for Be compared with the exact� LDA and

GGA values �Eq� �	������
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Fig� ��� The density�moment expansion correlation energy E�
c �Eq� �	����� in atomic units�

as the function of the adiabatic constant � for Ne�� compared with the exact� LDA and

GGA values �Eq� �	������
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Fig� ��� The adiabatic constant dependence of the correlation energy E�
c calculated using

the density�moment formula �	���� for the atoms Li� C� F � Mg� P and Ar� in atomic

units�
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Fig� ��� The adiabatic constant dependence of the kinetic energy correction T �
c calculated

using the density�moment formula �	���� for the atoms Li� C� F �Mg� P and Ar� in atomic

units�
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Fig� ��� The ratio between the exact correlation energy derivative ���E�
c ���� calculated

from Eq� �	���� and that calculated from the density�moment formula �	���� for He as

a function of �� compared with the ratio of the exact values of ���E�
c ���� and those

calculated from LDA and GGA �Eq� �	������
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Fig� ��� The ratio between the exact correlation energy derivative ���E�
c ���� calculated

from Eq� �	���� and that calculated from the density�moment formula �	���� for Ne��

as a function of �� compared with the ratio of the exact values of ���E�
c ���� and those

calculated from LDA and GGA �Eq� �	������
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Fig� ��	 The ratio between the exact correlation energy derivative ���E�
c ���� calculated

from Eq� �	���� and that calculated from the density�moment formula �	���� for Be as

a function of �� compared with the ratio of the exact values of ���E�
c ���� and those

calculated from LDA and GGA �Eq� �	������
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Fig� ���
 The ratio between the exact correlation energy derivative ���E�
c ���� calculated

from Eq� �	���� and that calculated from the density�moment formula �	���� for Ne��

as a function of �� compared with the ratio of the exact values of ���E�
c ���� and those

calculated from LDA and GGA �Eq� �	������
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Fig� ���� The ratio between the exact values of ���E�
c ���� and those calculated from the

density�moment formula �	���� for the He�series from He to Ne�� as the function of ��

The exact values of ���E�
c ���� are taken from Ref� �	�� The curves appear in the order

of the nuclear charge� The uppermost curve belongs to He�
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Fig� ���� The ratio between the exact values of ���E�
c ���� and those calculated from the

density�moment formula �	���� for the Be�series from Be to Ne�� as the function of ��

The exact values of ���E�
c ���� are taken from Ref� �	�� The curves appear in the order

of the nuclear charge� The uppermost curve belongs to Ne���
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Fig� ���� The ratio of the exact values of ���E�
c ���� and those calculated from the

density�moment formula �	���� at � � � for the He� and the Be�series� as the function of

the atomic number Z� The exact ����E�
c �������� values are taken from Ref� �	��
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� Generalized KLICS approximation for

atomic multiplets

Density functional theory can be used to analyse the multiplet structure of
atoms and molecules� In a recent paper� a systematic method of treating the
lowest�lying multiplets of a given symmetry in the density functional theory
has been presented ����� Nagy previously proposed a method based on the
fractionally occupied states ��	�� to treat the multiplet problem ��	��� and
the exchange potential was determined for ensembles of low�lying multiplets�
In the framework of this approach one cannot treat the di�erent multiplets
separately as one has to take into account all the multiplets lying under the
given multiplet� even if they have di�erent symmetries�

In a recent work� Kohn�Sham equations were derived for atomic multiplets
��	��� In order to perform calculations one needs to know the Kohn�Sham
potential� In the ground�state theory� exchange can be treated exactly via
the optimized e�ective potential �OEP� method� but it is very di�cult to
calculate the e�ective potential because of various numerical problems� The
Krieger�Li�Iafrate �KLI� method is an accurate approximate approach to the
OEP method� Nagy ���� has introduced the OEP method for the lowest�lying
multiplets and used a method proposed earlier ����� to generalize the KLI
approximation� It has been shown ����� that the generalized KLI exchange�
only potential leads to results as good as the Hartree�Fock results� so the
accuracy of the generalized KLI results is about the same as that of the orig�
inal KLI for the ground state� The exchange�only KLI results are closer to
the experimental values than the Hartree�Fock ones� but there is a consid�
erable di�erence between the KLI results and the experimental values which
emphasizes the importance of correlation�

The local Wigner approximation ���� has been applied for the correlation
���� and it has been turned out that inclusion of this simple correlation
results in an improvement only in the total energies� whereas the multiplet
splitting becomes even worse� In this chapter I perform multiplet calculations
for some spherically symmetric systems using the Colle�Salvetti correlation
energy functional ���� �� instead of the local Wigner correlation ����� The
scheme obtained by combining the correlation energy functional of Colle and
Salvetti with the KLI exchange energy expression is denoted by KLICS�

In Section ��� the Hohenberg�Kohn theorem and the Kohn�Sham equa�
tions for multiplets are outlined� In Section ��� the OEP method and the
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generalized KLI approximation for atomic multiplets are summarized� then in
Section ��� generalized KLICS calculations are presented for the lowest�lying
multiplets of some atoms� and these results are compared with the experi�
mental values and the results� which combine the KLI exchange energy with
the local Wigner correlation �KLILW��

��� The Hohenberg�Kohn theorem and the

Kohn�Sham equations for atomic multiplets

The constrained search technique can be applied on 
subspace density
matrices� constructed from the wave functions of the given multiplet� The
space of all antisymmetric wave functions is divided into disjoint subspaces
with di�erent symmetries� As the lowest�lying energy level of symmetry #
is considered� the variational principle is valid� The variation is done over a
subspace S� spanned by a set of wave functions of the given symmetry #�

For the total energy E�
� � the constrained search formalism can be used as

follows�

E�
� � min

S�

g�X
���

w�h��
� j �Hj��

� i �����

� min
n�

��� min
S��n�

g�X
���

w�h��
� j �Hj��

�i
���

� min
n�

�
F ��n�� �

Z
n��r�v�r�dr

�
�

where the subspace density n� is constructed from wave functions that belong
to the subspace S�

n� �
g�X
���

w�

Z
j��

� j�ds�dx����dxN � �����

F ��n�� � min
S��n�

g�X
���

w�h��
� j �T � �Veej��

� i � �����

and g� is the degree of degeneracy� The subscript 	 in the energy E
�
� empha�

sizes the fact that only the lowest�lying solution of symmetry # is regarded�
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The weighting factors fw�g should satisfy the conditions

� �
g�X
���

w� �����

and

w� � 	 � ����

Any set of weighting factors fw�g satisfying Eq� ����� and Eq� ���� can be
used� The symmetry of the density depends on the weighting factors� If the
weighting factors fw�g are all equal� the subspace density has the symmetry
of the external potential�

The Hohenberg�Kohn theorem can be generalized in the form

F ��n�� �
Z
n��r�v�r�dr � E�

� � �����

In Eq� ����� there is an equality if and only if the trial density n� is equal to
the true density of the multiplet #�

The density matrix in the subspace S� can be de�ned as

�D� �
g�X
���

w�j��
� ih��

� j � �����

The functional F ��n�� can be expressed with the density matrix �D� as fol�
lows�

F ��n�� � min
D��n�

trf �D�� �T � �Vee�g � �����

The functionals of the Kohn�Sham scheme are de�ned with the non�
interacting density matrices �D�

s ��	��� The non�interacting wave functions of
symmetry # can be written as linear combinations of several Slater determi�
nants  ��

��
s�� �

X
�

c���� � �� � �� ����g�� � �����

The non�interacting density matrix is constructed as

�D�
s �

g�X
���

w�j��
s��ih��

s��j � ����	�

�



The non�interacting kinetic energy functional as a functional of the non�
interacting density matrix is given by

T �
s �n

�� �D�
s � � trf �D�

s
�Tg � ������

This is a functional de�ned over all non�interacting density matrices �D�
s

with the density n�� The minimalization of the non�interacting kinetic en�
ergy functional ������� keeping the density n� �xed� leads to the Kohn�Sham
equations� which are rather complicated for an arbitrarily selected set of
weighting factors w�� For a spherically symmetric case and equal weighting
factors the Kohn�Sham equations have a very simple form ��	���

��
�
�P �

j �
�� �

lj�lj � ��

�r�
P �
j � v�

KS
P �
j � ��j P

�
j � ������

where

v�
KS
�r� � v�r� �

Z n��r��
jr� r�j dr

� � v�xc�r� �n
��� � ������

and P �
j �s are the radial wave functions� We have di�erent potentials for

di�erent multiplets because the Kohn�Sham potential depends on #�

��� The OEP method and the KLI approximation for

atomic multiplets

The optimized e�ective potential method which can be applied when the
total energy E��f��j g� is given as a functional of the one�electron orbitals
f��j g� can be generalized for the lowest lying multiplets� The one�electron
equations are

�h���i � ��
�

�
r� � V ����i � ��i �

�
i � ������

where the local e�ective potential V � is determined by requiring that
E��f��j g� is minimized for all ��i obtained from Eq� ������� This results
in

�E�

�V �
�
X
i

Z �E�

���i �x
��
���i �x

��
�V ��r�

dx� � c�c� � 	 � �����

�	



The functional derivative of the one�electron orbital ��i with respect to the
local e�ective potential V � can be calculated with the help of Green�s func�
tion�

���i �x
��

�V ��r�
�
X
s

G�
i �x

��x���i �x� � ������

��h� � ��i �G
�
i �x

��x� � ���x� � x� � ��i �x
�����i �x� � ������

Using Eqs� ������������� an integral equation for the e�ective exchange�
correlation potential V �

xc can be obtained�

NX
i��

Z
���i �x

��
�
V �
xc�r

��� v�xc�i�x
��
	
G�
i �x

��x���i �x�dx
� � c�c� � 	 � ������

where the orbital dependent potential is

v�xc�i�x� �
�E�

xc�f��j g�
���i ���i

� ������

The e�ective exchange�correlation potential V �
xc can be determined from

the e�ective potential V ��

V �
xc�r� � V ��r�� v�r�� v�es�r� � ����	�

where v is the external potential and v�es is the classical Coulomb potential�
To obtain the e�ective potential V � for the multiplet # the total en�

ergy E��f��j g� is needed� In a degenerate case we cannot approximate the
wave function as a single Slater determinant� In the case of a given electron
con�guration �in this work calculations are presented for the electron con�
�guration p�� there exist several Slater determinants�  �� Constructing an
appropriate linear combination of these Slater determinants one can obtain
wave functions of symmetry #�

$��
� �

X
�

c���� � �� � �� �� � � � � g�� � ������

The energy expression for the multiplets is

E� � h$��
� j �Hj$��

�i � ������

��



E� is a functional of the one�electron orbitals f��j g�

E� � E��f��j g� � ������

For the special case of atomic multiplets� it is a functional of the radial wave
functions fP �

j g�

E� � E��fP �
j g� � ������

It can also be written as

E� � Eav �
X
j

C�
j B

�
j � �����

where Eav is the average energy of the di�erent multiplets corresponding to
the given con�guration� The second term in the right hand side of Eq� �����
is responsible for the multiplet separation� The explicit forms of Eq� �����
for the p� electron con�guration are �����

E��P � � Eav � �

�
F ��pp� � ������

E��D� � Eav �
�

�
F ��pp� � ������

and

E��S� � Eav �
��

�
F ��pp� � ������

F ��pp� is the Slater integral

F ��pp� �
Z Z

R�
�p�r��R

�
�p�r��

r��
r�	
dr�dr� � ������

where R�p is the radial wave function of the �p electrons� r� means r� if it
is smaller than r� and r� if it is smaller than r�� and r	 is the greater of r�
and r��

In the knowledge of the total energy expression� the OEP calculations
can be performed solving Eqs� �������������� However� to �nd the optimized
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potential V � is very di�cult because of vast numerical problems� Recently�
an alternative derivation of the exchange�only KLI approximation has been
presented ������ and a generalization of this method has been performed for
atomic multiplets �����

The Kohn�Sham equations of the multiplet # are

��
�

d�

dr�
�
li�li � ��

r�
� v�KS

�
P �
i � ��i P

�
i � ����	�

The exchange�only Kohn�Sham potential is

v�KS � v � v�es � v�x � w� � ������

where v�x is the exchange potential and w
� is the potential which is responsible

for the multiplet separation� The generalization of the KLI method leads to
the accurate approximations ����

v�x � v�S �
X
i

���i � ��i �jk�i j� ������

and

w� �
X
i

�k�i �
�w�

i �
X
i

�k�i �
�
X
j

C�
j

�

P �
i

dB�
j

dP �
i

� ������

where v�S is the Slater potential

v�S�r� � ��
�

Z
dr�n��r��jX

j

k�j �r
��k�j �r�j��jr� r�j � ������

The functions k�i are de�ned with

P �
i �

�
��
	 �

� k�i � �����

where �� is the radial electron subspace density�
���i ���i � are the di�erences between the Kohn�Sham and the Hartree�Fock

one�electron energies�

��i � ��i � h�ijv�x j�ii � h�ij�vHFx j�ii � ������

where �vHFx is the Hartree�Fock exchange potential taken with the density
functional orbitals�
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��� Generalized KLICS calculations

A correlation energy formula due to Colle and Salvetti ������ in which the
correlation energy density is expressed in terms of the electron density and
a Laplacian of the second�order Hartree�Fock density matrix was restated as
a formula involving the density and local kinetic energy density ������

ECS
c �f�jg� � �a

Z n� bn�����tHF � �tW �e�cn����
� � dn����

dr � ������

where a � 	�	����� b � 	����� c � 	����� d � 	����� and

tW �
�

�

jrnj�
n

� �

�
r�n ������

is a local �Weizsacker� kinetic energy density and

tHF �
�

�

X
i

jrnij�
ni

� �

�
r�n ������

is the local Hartree�Fock kinetic energy density� where fnig are the electron
densities belonging to the one�electron orbitals�

ni�r� �
X
s

j�i�x�j� � ����	�

In the multiplet calculations this Colle�Salvetti functional is applied� The
correlation energy expression ������ is added to the generalized KLI total
energy E�� and the Kohn�Sham potential has the form

v�KS � v � v�es � v�x � w� � vCS��c � ������

where the correlation potential vCS��c is the functional derivative of ECS��
c �

vCS��c depends slightly on #� as the subspace density n� is somewhat di�erent
for di�erent multiplets� The Kohn�Sham equations ����	� with the Kohn�
Sham potential including the Colle�Salvetti correlation potential vCS��c are
solved self�consistently� This method is denoted by KLICS�

Table ��� presents total energies obtained by the KLICS method for the
multiplets �P � �D and �S of the atoms C� O� Si and S� Experimental data
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����� and generalized KLI results with local Wigner correlation �KLILW� ����
are also shown� The local Wigner correlation energy expression is

ELW
c �n� �

Z an

b � rs
dr � ������

where the parameters obtained by S"ule and Nagy ���� �a � �	�	���� and
b � 	������� are used and rs is the Wigner�Seitz radius�

rs � �����n�
��� � ������

For comparison� Table ��� contains Hartree�Fock ���� and exchange�only KLI
values as well�

Comparing the KLICS results with the experimental and the KLILW
values we can state that for the atoms Si and S KLICS gives much better
results than the KLILW approximation� For the multiplets of the atoms C
and O� except the multiplet �P � the KLICS values are slightly better than
the KLILW results�

Table ��� contains multiplet separation� It can be seen that the KLICS
results are better than the Hartree�Fock and the KLILW results� but the
exchange�only KLI values are closer to the experimental ones� It means that
KLICS predicts multiplet splitting poorly� just as KLILW does�
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Table ���

Total energies for the multiplets �P � �D and �S of the atoms C� O� Si and
S calculated with Hartree�Fock �HF�� and approximated optimized

potential �KLI� KLILW and KLICS� methods �in Ryd��

C O Si S
�P HF ������� ��������� �����	� ����		�

KLI ������ ��������� �������� �������	
KLILW ������ ��	����� �������� �����	���
KLICS ������� ��	���� ������� ��������
Exp �����	� ��	����� �����		 ��������	

�D HF ������� �������� ������		 ������	��
KLI �����	� �������� �������� �������	
KLILW �����	 ��������� �������� ��������
KLICS ������� ��	�		� �����	� ���������
Exp ������ �������		 �������� ���������

�S HF ���	��� ��������� ������� ���������
KLI ����		� ��������� ������� ���������
KLILW ����	�� ��������� �������� ��������
KLICS ������ ��������	 ������� �����	��
Exp ������� ��������� �����	�� �����	��

��



Table ���

Experimental and calculated energy di�erence of the term from the �P �in
Ryd� for the atoms C� O� Si and S� Calculations are with HF� KLI�

KLILW and KLICS methods�

C O Si S
�P �� D HF 	����� 	���	� 	�	�� 	��	�

KLI 	���	� 	���� 	�	�� 	��		�
KLILW 	���� 	���� 	�	��	 	��	��
KLICS 	����� 	���� 	�	�	 	��		�
Exp 	�	��� 	����� 	�	�� 	�	���

�P �� S HF 	����� 	����� 	����� 	���	�
KLI 	����� 	����� 	����� 	�����
KLILW 	����� 	����� 	����� 	����
KLICS 	����� 	���� 	����� 	��	�
Exp 	����� 	��	�� 	���	� 	��	��

��
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Summary of results and conclusions

In density functional theory �DFT� ����� the basic quantity is the electron
density� All properties of a many�electron system can be considered as func�
tionals of the density� Another important quantity is the correlation energy
functional� It�s explicit form is unknown� so every statement in connection
with the correlation energy may be useful to develop good approximations�

In the thesis I discussed the determination of the total electron density
from the l�shell contribution to the electron density� then along the adia�
batic connection I tested the density�moment expansion formula given by
Liu� Nagy and Parr ����� �nally I performed KLI calculations ���� with the
Colle�Salvetti correlation energy formula ������ for atomic multiplets� The
progress I made in these three subjects of DFT can be summarized as follows�

I� According to the theorem of Theophilou �������� the l�shell part of the
electron density nl uniquely determines the external potential� This theo�
rem is valid for any non�interacting system� so using the Kohn�Sham method
to treat the many�electron problem it can be stated that in a spherically
symmetric system the Kohn�Sham l�state density uniquely determines the
Kohn�Sham potential�


 I used the Dawson�March transformation ������� to obtain potential�
phase relation in terms of nl for two� and three� l�level spherically
symmetric systems�


 I modi�ed a numerical� iterative procedure worked out by Nagy ����
to calculate the Kohn�Sham potential from nl for atoms and ions with
several electrons�


 I derived a cusp�relation� from which the atomic number can be com�
puted in the knowledge of nl at the nucleus� From the asymptotic
behaviour of the Kohn�Sham potential the total number of electrons
can be obtained� So the l�state part of the density contains all the
information that is needed to get the total electron density�


 To demonstrate the above statement in practice I performed exchange�
only calculations� in which I computed the Kohn�Sham potential� the
exchange potential� and the total electron density from the l�shell den�
sity nl�

��



II� The adiabatic connection is a fundamental concept in DFT ������� It
provides a direct link between calculations using the Kohn�Sham Hamilto�
nian and those using the exact one� From scaling relations formulas can be
derived� which relate the correlation energy and the kinetic energy correction
as functions of the coupling parameter and functionals of the electron density
�������� The functional di�erentiations of these formulas lead to the hierar�
chies of equations� which can serve as criteria for improving and constructing
approximations� Arising from the truncation of the hierarchy equations a
universal formula in terms of the moments of the electron density was de�
veloped for the correlation energy and kinetic correction functionals ����� In
this work I examined the same expansions along the adiabatic path�


 I presented the correlation energy E�
c and the correlation kinetic energy

T �
c along the adiabatic path for several atoms� The curves of E�

c �
�C�lnZ

R
ndr � ��C�Z

R
rndr for systems with small atomic numbers

are fairly linear due to the small coe�cient C� in the second term of the
expression� With increasing atomic number the second term becomes
larger� consequently� when the number of electrons increases the curves
deviate from the linear� For the coupling constant dependence of T �

c �
���C�lnZ

R
ndr� ���C�Z

R
rndr it can be stated that with increasing

atomic number the term containing �� becomes more dominant�


 Comparing the density�moment adiabatic connection curve of the cor�
relation energy with the exact� LDA and GGA curves� it can be stated
that there is a good agreement between the density�moment results and
those of Colonna and Savin �����


 I found that in the whole range of the interaction strength the density�
moment expansion formula gives better results than the LDA�


 The adiabatic coupling can be used to produce density functionals� In
recent years non�empirical hybrid schemes were constructed based on
the adiabatic connection ��	���	��� It was pointed out ��	� that these
hybrids improve on the results of the approximate functionals� when
the adiabatic connection is much better approximated at the coupling
strength close to �� than in the range close to 	� I examined this
behaviour of the density�moment expansion formula for some two� and
four�electron systems� I showed that this approximation works better
for large coupling constant values� such as LDA� or GGA�
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 It was conjectured ���� that a signi�cant improvement of the PBE ap�
proximation ���� over LDA is manifest in the He�series� while in the
Be�series the error increases rapidly with growing atomic number� I
compared the ratio between the exact ��E�

c ��� and that of the
density�moment approximation at � � � for the He� and Be�series�
and I found that although there is a weak linear increase of the error
in both series� the density�moment expansion is a fairly good approxi�
mation also for the Be�series�

III� Density functional theory can be used to analyse the multiplet
structure� I performed KLI calculations with the Colle�Salvetti correlation
�KLICS� for the lowest�lying multiplets of some atoms� and I compared these
results with the experimental values� the Hartree�Fock and exchange�only
KLI values� and with the results� which combine the KLI exchange with
the local Wigner correlation formula �KLILW� ����� From the results the
following conclusions can be drawn�


 The KLICS gives slightly better results than the KLILW approxima�
tion�


 For the multiplet separation the KLICS results are better than the
Hartree�Fock and the KLILW results� but the exchange�only KLI val�
ues are closer to the experimental ones� It means that the KLICS
approximation predicts multiplet splitting poorly�
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Az �ertekez�es �osszefoglal�asa

A s%ur%us�egfunkcion�al elm�elet ����� a kvantummechanikai t"obbtestprobl�ema
megold�as�ara kidolgozott hat�ekony elm�elet� Az elektrons%ur%us�eg m�odszerek
sor�an a t"obbelektronos rendszerek jellemz�ese az elektrons%ur%us�egen� mint
alapvet%o mennyis�egen kereszt"ul t"ort�enik� A Hohenberg�Kohn�elm�elet ��	�
szerint ugyanis az elektrons%ur%us�eg� amely egy adott t�erbeli pontban
a t�erfogategys�egre es%o elektronsz�amot jelenti� a rendszer alap�allapot�ara
vonatkoz�o "osszes inform�aci�ot tartalmazza� Az elektronok sz�ama a s%ur%us�eg
integr�al�as�aval �all el%o� ugyanakkor az els%o Hohenberg�Kohn�t�etel kimondja�
hogy az alap�allapoti elektrons%ur%us�egek �es a k"uls%o potenci�alok �p�eld�aul
az elektron�mag vonz�ast le�&r�o Coulomb�potenci�alok� k"oz"ott k"olcs"on"osen
egy�ertelm%u megfeleltet�es l�etes�&thet%o� Az elektronsz�am �es a k"uls%o po�
tenci�al ismeret�eben pedig fel�&rhat�o a rendszer Hamilton�oper�atora� amely
meghat�arozza az alap�allapoti hull�amf"uggv�enyt� melynek ismeret�eben elvben
b�armely �zikai mennyis�eg �atlag�ert�eke meghat�arozhat�o� Az alap�allapotot
jellemz%o "osszes mennyis�eg teh�at az elektrons%ur%us�eg funkcion�aljak�ent kezel�
het%o�

Az elektrons%ur%us�eg alapmennyis�egk�ent val�o �ertelmez�ese rendk�&v"ul
el%ony"os� hiszen a s%ur%us�eg a sokv�altoz�os hull�amf"uggv�ennyel szemben csup�an
h�aromv�altoz�os az elektronok sz�am�at�ol f"uggetlen"ul� Ezenk�&v"ul az elek�
trons%ur%us�eg meg�gyelhet%o �zikai mennyis�eg� k�&s�erletileg meghat�arozhat�o�
p�eld�aul r"ontgensz�or�assal a s%ur%us�eg Fourier�transzform�altj�at lehet m�erni�

A m�asodik Hohenberg�Kohn�t�etel vari�aci�os elvet mond ki az energia�
funkcion�alra� az energia� mint a s%ur%us�eg funkcion�alja� a rendszer alap�allapoti
s%ur%us�eg�en�el veszi fel minim�alis �ert�ek�et� A Hohenberg�Kohn�t�eteleket Levy
�es Lieb �altal�anos�&totta �������� A Levy�f�ele korl�atozott keres�esi m�odszer
sor�an a Hamilton�oper�ator �atlag�ert�ek�enek minimum�at nem a teljes Hilbert�
t�eren keress"uk� hanem a Hilbert�t�ernek csak azon r�esz�en� melyet kifesz�&t%o
hull�amf"uggv�enyekhez tartoz�o s%ur%us�eg egy adott� r"ogz�&tett elektrons%ur%us�eggel
egyezik meg�

Az elektrons%ur%us�eg a Kohn�Sham�elm�eletben ���� a Kohn�Sham�
egyenletekb%ol hat�arozhat�o meg� A Kohn�Sham�elm�elet az eredeti�
k"olcs"onhat�o rendszer helyett egy olyan k"olcs"onhat�asmentes rendszert tekint�
amelynek a s%ur%us�ege az eredeti rendszer s%ur%us�eg�evel egyezik meg� Ezen
f"uggetlen r�eszecsk�eket le�&r�o egyelektron�egyenletek a Kohn�Sham�egyenletek�
melyekben k"uls%o� e�ekt�&v potenci�alk�ent az �un� Kohn�Sham�potenci�al sze�
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repel� amely egy lok�alis� multiplikat�&v potenci�al� s mag�aban foglalja az
eredeti rendszer elektronjainak a k"olcs"onhat�as�at� A Kohn�Sham�potenci�al
a mag�elektron vonz�ast �es az elektronok egym�as k"oz"otti tasz�&t�as�at le�&r�o
klasszikus Coulomb�potenci�alokb�ol� valamint a kicser�el%od�esi�korrel�aci�os po�
tenci�alb�ol tev%odik "ossze� A kicser�el%od�esi�korrel�aci�os potenci�al a kicser�el%od�esi�
korrel�aci�os energia s%ur%us�eg szerinti funkcion�alderiv�altja� A kicser�el%od�esi�
korrel�aci�os energia k�et r�eszb%ol �all� a k"olcs"onhat�o �es k"olcs"onhat�asmentes
kinetikus energia funkcion�alok k"ul"onbs�eg�eb%ol� az �un� korrel�aci�os kinetikus
energia funkcion�alb�ol� �es az elektron�elektron k"olcs"onhat�ast le�&r�o energia�
funkcion�al nem�klasszikus "osszetev%oj�eb%ol� A Kohn�Sham�f�ele kicser�el%od�esi�
korrel�aci�os energia kicser�el%od�esi �es korrel�aci�os "osszetev%okre bonthat�o� Az
egyik leggyakoribb felbont�as a kicser�el%od�esi energi�ara a Hartree�Fock�
f�ele kifejez�est alkalmazza� a Hartree�Fock�p�aly�ak hely�ebe a Kohn�Sham�
p�aly�akat helyettes�&tv�en� A kicser�el%od�esi�korrel�aci�os energi�aval anal�og m�odon
a kicser�el%od�esi�korrel�aci�os potenci�al is k�et tag "osszeg�ere bonthat�o� a
kicser�el%od�esi �es korrel�aci�os potenci�alra� melyek a megfelel%o energiatagok
s%ur%us�eg szerinti funkcion�alderiv�altjai�

A Kohn�Sham�egyenletekkel a k"olcs"onhat�o rendszer egzaktul le�&rhat�o�
azonban az elektrons%ur%us�eg meghat�aroz�asakor m�egis k"ozel�&t�esekhez kell
folyamodni� mivel a kicser�el%od�esi�korrel�aci�os potenci�al egzakt funkcion�al
alakja nem ismert� A legegyszer%ubb gyakran haszn�alt k"ozel�&t�es a lok�alis
s%ur%us�eg k"ozel�&t�es �LDA� �������� melyben a kicser�el%od�esi�korrel�aci�os ener�
gias%ur%us�eg meghat�aroz�as�anak alapj�aul a homog�en elektron g�az statisztikus
elm�elete szolg�al� Az �altal�anos�&tott gradiens k"ozel�&t�esekben �GGA� �������
a kicser�el%od�esi�korrel�aci�os energias%ur%us�eg nemcsak a s%ur%us�egt%ol� hanem a
s%ur%us�eg deriv�altjait�ol is f"ugg�

A k"ozel�&t%o formul�ak fel�all�&t�as�ahoz� illetve 
j�os�aguk� ellen%orz�es�ehez
rendk�&v"ul fontos minden inform�aci�o� melyet a kicser�el%od�esi�korrel�aci�os po�
tenci�alr�ol� illetve energi�ar�ol nyerhet"unk� �Igy nagy jelent%os�ege van annak is�
hogy a Kohn�Sham�egyenletek r�ev�en lehet%os�eg ad�odik az egzakt kicser�el%od�esi�
korrel�aci�os potenci�al elektrons%ur%us�egb%ol t"ort�en%o meghat�aroz�as�ara �����
amennyiben az egzakt s%ur%us�eg ismert� Ismert Hartree�Fock�s%ur%us�egb%ol pedig
az egzakt kicser�el%od�esi potenci�al hat�arozhat�o meg �����

G"ombszimmetrikus rendszerek� �&gy z�art h�ej�u atomok �es ionok eset�eben
azonban nem sz"uks�eges a teljes elektrons%ur%us�eg ismerete a kicser�el%od�esi�
korrel�aci�os potenci�al meghat�aroz�as�ahoz� mert a Theophilou�t�etelb%ol ���� ���
k"ovetkez%oen a teljes elektrons%ur%us�eg megad�as�aval egyen�ert�ek%u az ugyana�
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zon adott l mell�ekkvantumsz�amhoz tartoz�o Kohn�Sham�f�ele egyelektron
�allapotok teljes nl s%ur%us�eg�enek ismerete� Ez azt jelenti� hogy az elek�
trons%ur%us�eg nl r�esze �ahol l � s� p� d���� elvben minden inform�aci�ot tartalmaz
az alap�allapoti rendszerr%ol� A s%ur%us�egfunkcion�al elm�elet alapjainak r"ovid
�attekint�ese ut�an a jelen �ertekez�es �� fejezet�eben egy elj�ar�ast dolgoztam ki arra
vonatkoz�oan� hogy konkr�etan hogyan sz�amolhat�o ki a Kohn�Sham�potenci�al
�es a teljes elektrons%ur%us�eg az l�p�aly�akhoz tartoz�o s%ur%us�egb%ol�

A k"ozel�&t%o energia�funkcion�alok kifejleszt�es�eben jelent%os seg�&ts�eget
ny�ujtanak a funkcion�alokra vonatkoz�o egzakt "osszef"ugg�esek� Ilyenek
a hierarchia�egyenletek is� amelyek az energia�funkcion�alok K�adik
funkcion�alderiv�altj�at kapcsolj�ak "ossze a �K����edik funkcion�alderiv�alttal �es
az elektrons%ur%us�eggel� Liu� Nagy �es Parr ���� a korrel�aci�os energi�ara �es a kor�
rel�aci�os kinetikus energia funkcion�alra sz�armaztatott hierarchia�egyenleteket�
melyek csak a megfelel%o energia�funkcion�alt �es annak funkcion�alderiv�altjait
tartalmazz�ak� A hierarchia�egyenletek K�ad rend%u csonk�&t�asa� azaz a
�K � ���edik funkcion�alderiv�altat tartalmaz�o tagok elhanyagol�asa az elek�
trons%ur%us�eg klaszikus momentumai szerinti sorfejt�esekre vezet� A mo�
mentumok szerinti sorfejt�eseknek jelent%os szerep"uk van a nem�lok�alis
funkcion�alok konstru�al�as�aban ����� Bel�athat�o ���� hogy a vizsg�alt rendszer
elektrons%ur%us�eg�et egy�ertelm%uen meghat�arozza a momentumok valamely� al�
kalmasan megv�alasztott teljes rendszere� teh�at az elektrons%ur%us�eg helyett
annak momentumai is alapvet%o mennyis�egekk�ent kezelhet%ok� Liu� Nagy �es
Parr ���� g"ombszimmetrikus rendszerek korrel�aci�os energi�aj�ara �es korrel�aci�os
kinetikus energi�aj�ara k�ettag�u� univerz�alis� line�aris momentum�formul�akat
adtak meg� melyekben a s%ur%us�eg nulladik �es m�asodik momentumai el%otti
egy"utthat�okat numerikus illeszt�essel kapt�ak meg� Az �ertekez�es �� fe�
jezet�eben ezen k�ettag�u momentum�formul�akat vizsg�altammeg az adiabatikus
csatol�asi param�eter f"uggv�eny�eben� Az adiabatikus csatol�as az eredeti�
k"olcs"onhat�o rendszer viselked�es�et a Kohn�Sham�rendszer�evel k"oti "ossze a
csatol�asi param�eteren kereszt"ul�

A s%ur%us�egfunkcion�al elm�elet eredeti form�aj�aban csak az egyes szim�
metriaoszt�alyok legalacsonyabb �allapotaira alkalmazhat�o� A szimmetria�
probl�em�at a s%ur%us�egfunkcion�al elm�eletben sokan vizsg�alt�ak ������ Atomok
�es molekul�ak multiplett�szerkezet�et szint�en siker"ult m�ar elektrons%ur%us�eg
m�odszerekkel elemezni ������� Az alap�allapoti rendszerek kicser�el%od�esi ener�
gi�aja egzaktul le�&rhat�o az optimaliz�alt e�ekt�&v potenci�al �OEP� m�odszer
���� ��� seg�&ts�eg�evel� melyben az egzakt kicser�el%od�esi energia funkcion�al
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az egyelektron�p�aly�akkal van kifejezve �es csak a korrel�aci�os energia� mint
az egyelektron�p�aly�ak funkcion�alja szorul k"ozel�&t�esre� A kicser�el%od�esi�
korrel�aci�os potenci�al az OEP m�odszeren bel"ul egy bonyolult integr�alegyenlet
numerikus megold�as�aval hat�arozhat�o meg� Krieger� Li �es Iafrate �KLI� ����
��� egy k"ozel�&t%o elj�ar�ast javasoltak az OEP integr�alegyenlet megold�as�ara�
Nagy ���� a KLI� m�odszert �altal�anos�&totta a legalacsonyabb multiplettek
energi�aj�anak sz�amol�as�ara� A �� fejezetben a multiplettekre �altal�anos�&tott
csak�kicser�el%od�esi KLI�m�odszert a Colle�Salvetti�korrel�aci�os funkcion�allal
������ eg�esz�&tettem ki �KLICS��

A k"ovetkez%okben a s%ur%us�egfunkcion�al elm�elet fentiekben t�argyalt h�arom
r�eszter"ulet�en el�ert eredm�enyeimet �es a bel%ol"uk levonhat�o k"ovetkeztet�eseket
foglalom "ossze�

I� A Theophilou�t�etel szerint �������� g"ombszimmetrikus potenci�alt�erben
lev%o k"olcs"onhat�asmentes elektronrendszer adott l mell�ekkvantumsz�am�u
p�aly�aihoz tartoz�o elektrons%ur%us�eg� nl� egy�ertelm%uen meghat�arozza a k"uls%o
potenci�alt� A t"obbelektronos rendszerek le�&r�as�ara a Kohn�Sham�elm�eletet
alkalmazv�an meg�allap�&that�o� hogy g"ombszimmetrikus rendszerek eset�en a
Kohn�Sham nl s%ur%us�eg egy�ertelm%uen meghat�arozza a Kohn�Sham�potenci�alt�


 K�et� illetve h�arom l�p�aly�aval rendelkez%o g"ombszimmetrikus rendszerek
Kohn�Sham�potenci�alj�anak meghat�aroz�as�ara potenci�al�f�azisf"uggv�eny
"osszef"ugg�est vezettem le a Dawson�March�transzform�aci�ot ������� al�
kalmazv�an� Az "osszef"ugg�esben szerepl%o f�azisf"uggv�enyekre csatolt dif�
ferenci�alegyenlet rendszert kaptam� amely nl ismeret�eben megoldhat�o�


 T"obbelektronos atomi rendszerek Kohn�Sham�potenci�alj�anak az l
mell�ekkvantumsz�am�u p�aly�akhoz tartoz�o s%ur%us�egb%ol� nl�b%ol t"ort�en%o
kisz�am�&t�as�ara a Nagy ���� �altal kidolgozott numerikus� iterat�&v elj�ar�ast
m�odos�&tottam�


 Siker"ult levezetnem egy 
cusp��rel�aci�ot� amelyb%ol az atomok �es ionok
rendsz�ama nl ismeret�eben kisz�amolhat�o� Ismerv�en a rendsz�amot�
a Kohn�Sham�potenci�al aszimptotikus viselked�es�eb%ol az elektronok
sz�ama meghat�arozhat�o� �Igy teh�at az l�p�aly�akhoz tartoz�o s%ur%us�eg az
alap�allapot le�&r�as�ahoz sz"uks�eges "osszes inform�aci�ot tartalmazza� azaz
lehet%os�eg ad�odik a teljes elektrons%ur%us�eg nl s%ur%us�egb%ol t"ort�en%o nu�
merikus kisz�am�&t�as�ara�
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 Az el%oz%o �all�&t�as illusztr�al�as�ara atomokra csak�kicser�el%od�esi sz�am�&t�asokat
v�egeztem� melyek sor�an az l�p�aly�akhoz tartoz�o s%ur%us�egb%ol siker"ult
meghat�aroznom a Kohn�Sham�potenci�alt �es a teljes elektrons%ur%us�eget�

II� A hierarchia�egyenletek csonk�&t�as�aval nyert Liu�Nagy�Parr�f�ele
k�ettag�u momentum�formul�akat ���� az adiabatikus csatol�ason kereszt"ul
vizsg�altam�


 Az E�
c � �C�lnZ

R
ndr � ��C�Z

R
rndr korrel�aci�os energi�at �es a

T �
c � ���C�lnZ

R
ndr � ���C�Z

R
rndr korrel�aci�os kinetikus energi�at

a � csatol�asi param�eter f"uggv�eny�eben k"ul"onb"oz%o atomokra vizsg�alv�an
meg�allap�&that�o� hogy kis rendsz�am�u atomok eset�eben az E�

c �g"orb�ek
k"ozel egyenesek a momentum�formula m�asodik tagj�aban szerepl%o kis
C� egy"utthat�o miatt� A rendsz�am n"oveked�es�evel a m�asodik tag egyre
nagyobb�a v�alik� �&gy a g"orb�ek egyre jobban elt�ernek az egyenest%ol� A
korrel�aci�os kinetikus energia ��f"ugg�es�ere is az jellemz%o� hogy a m�asodik
tag egyre domin�ansabb�a v�alik a rendsz�am n"ovekedt�evel�


 A korrel�aci�os energi�ara vonatkoz�o momentum�formula adiabatikus
csatol�asi g"orb�ej�et "osszehasonl�&tottam az egzakt� az LDA� �es a GGA�
g"orb�evel� melyeket Colonna �es Savin ���� kifejez�ese alapj�an kaptam� A
momentum�formula mindh�arom g"orb�evel el�eg j�o egyez�est mutat�


 A csatol�asi param�eter eg�esz tartom�any�an a momentum�formula az
LDA�n�al jobb eredm�enyeket ad�


 Az adiabatikus csatol�as igen jelent%os szerepet j�atszik �uj� nem�
lok�alis s%ur%us�eg�funkcion�alok konstru�al�as�aban� Ez k�epezi a nem�
empirikus hibrid�m�odszerek kifejleszt�es�enek alapj�at is ��	���	��� Kimu�
tatt�ak ��	�� hogy a hibrid�m�odszerek �altal�aban jav�&tj�ak a k"ozel�&t%o
funkcion�alok eredm�enyeit� ha azok a csatol�asi param�eter f"uggv�eny�eben
a � � ��hez k"ozeli tartom�anyon l�enyegesen jobb �ert�ekeket adnak� mint a
� � 	 k"or"ul� A momentum�formul�at ebb%ol a szempontb�ol is elemeztem�
K�et� �es n�egyelektronos rendszerekre kimutattam� hogy a momentumos
k"ozel�&t�es a csatol�asi param�eter nagy �ert�ekeire jobban m%uk"odik� mint a
� � 	 k"or"uli �ert�ekekre� ami az LDA� �es a GGA�k"ozel�&t�es eset�eben is
tapasztalhat�o�
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 Az egyik leggyakrabban haszn�alt GGA�m�odszer� a Perdew�Burke�
Ernzerhof �PBE��f�ele k"ozel�&t�es ���� a He�sorozatra jobb eredm�enyeket
ny�ujt az LDA�n�al ����� A Be�sorozatra viszont a rendsz�am
n"oveked�es�evel egyre rosszabb k"ozel�&t�est eredm�enyez� A He� �es a Be�
sorozatra "osszehasonl�&tv�an a momentum�formul�ab�ol sz�armaz�o� � � ��
n�el k�epzett ��E�

c ��� deriv�alt� �es az egzakt deriv�alt h�anyados�at azt
tapasztaltam� hogy b�ar mindk�et sorozatban a rendsz�am n"oveked�es�evel
kicsit n"ovekszik a k"ozel�&t�es hib�aja� a momentum�formula aBe�sorozatra
is meglehet%osen j�o k"ozel�&t�es�

III� Atomok legalacsonyabb multiplett��allapotainak vizsg�alat�ara KLI
sz�amol�asokat ���� v�egeztem a Colle�Salvetti� korrel�aci�os funkcion�al ������
felhaszn�al�as�aval� Az �&gy kapott KLICS multiplett energi�akat k�&s�erleti
eredm�enyekkel� Hartree�Fock�eredm�enyekkel �es csak�kicser�el%od�esi KLI
�ert�ekekkel hasonl�&tottam "ossze� valamint a kicser�el%od�esi potenci�alt a lok�alis
Wigner�korrel�aci�os formul�aval ���� kieg�esz�&t%o KLI m�odszer eredm�enyeivel
�KLILW�� A k"ovetkez%oket tapasztaltam�


 A KLICS�m�odszer valamivel jobb eredm�enyeket ad� mint a KLILW�
k"ozel�&t�es�


 A alap�allapoti kon�gur�aci�ob�ol sz�armaztathat�o multiplett��allapotok
energiak"ul"onbs�egeire a KLICS�eredm�enyek a Hartree�Fock� �es a
KLILW�eredm�enyekn�el jobbnak mutatkoznak� de a csak�kicser�el%od�esi
KLI��ert�ekek k"ozelebb esnek a k�&s�erletileg meg�gyelhet%o �ert�ekekhez�
mint a KLICS�eredm�enyek� teh�at a Colle�Salvetti�korrel�aci�os potenci�al
alkalmaz�as�aval a multiplett�szerkezet nem �&rhat�o le olyan j�ol� mint a
korrel�aci�o �gyelembe v�etele n�elk"ul�
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